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ABSTRACT 
Soccer is the world's number one sport. Hong Kong people have a slightly 
favourable attitude towards sports, and soccer is always ranked on the top as a 
spectator and participation sport. However, the attendance for local soccer matches is 
dropping. It is not true to say that the fans have lost their interest in soccer. Instead, 
poor match quality and competition from watching soccer on television do explain the 
low attendance. Although the Hong Kong Football Association (HKFA) should not 
bear full blame for poor attendance, it has the responsibility to attract spectators back 
to the stadium. The quality of the matches must be raised. In the short run, the HKFA 
should adopt administrative measures to attract spectators. In the long run, a well-
organized HKFA is needed to promote soccer matches. Only a well-structured HKFA 
can carry out long term strategic planning and reverse the decline of the match 
attendance. 
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Soccer is the world's number one sport. This statement applies whether one is 
referring to participation in the game, watching a live match, or viewing a match on 
television. In a recent study by Fu (1993), primary and secondary students, and elderly 
people in Hong Kong were asked to indicate their interest and preference in sport as 
both participants and spectators. They were also asked to indicate which sport was 
most attractive to them. The results indicated that soccer was the most participated 
sport, the most watched and the most attractive sports. For example, 53.3% of school 
students rated soccer as their first choice among spectator sports, while for the male 
secondary school students alone, the percentage was 68.7%. Though most older 
people cannot participate in the exciting soccer game, 25.6% of them regarded it as 
their highest-rated spectator sport, while the second choice, volleyball, only 
accounted for 9.0%. Physical education teachers and sport-related professionals also 
reflected similar results: soccer remained on top. 
Hong Kong soccer has had a golden past. Today, older soccer fans are still 
talking about the famous encounters between the 'South China Athletic Association' 
and the 'Kowloon Motor Bus，teams at the Fa Hui Park in the 1950s, and how 
difficult it was to obtain a match ticket. Fans without guanxi had to queue up for 
2 
more than ten hours to obtain a ticket] The techniques of reputable stars such as Yiu 
Cheuk-yin and Wong Chi-keung are still in their mouths. Even the younger generation 
remembers their idols such as Seiko's ace Wu Kwok-hung, Chan Fat-chi, or foreign 
stars such as Tommy Hutchison and Peter Bodak. The encounters between Seiko and 
South China in Cup Finals did not leave any vacancy of the 28,000 seats in Hong 
Kong Stadium. 
Despite the glorious history, the number of spectators for local soccer matches 
has dropped tremendously in recent years. Except for the visits of some popular 
foreign teams in Hong Kong, such as Sampdoria (vs Eastern in 1994) and Manchester 
United (vs South China in 1997), the red flag of the new 40,000 seat Hong Kong 
Stadium has never been hung in soccer matches. In a recent Silver Shield Final (fall, 
1997), the number of spectators was miserably low (about 4,000).The general 
attendance for local matches remains poor in recent seasons and the attendance for 
the league games reached its lowest in the 1997/98 season (see Appendix One). 
Where are the spectators? Have they lost their interest in soccer? The answer is 
'definitely not'. Fu's research indicates that soccer is still the most popular spectator 
sport in Hong Kong. In fact, thousands of fans have lined up for tickets outside the 
Hong Kong Football Association (HKFA) and the Hong Kong Stadium overnight. 
They wanted a ticket for the match between South China and Manchester United and 
all the tickets were sold out withinjust two hours, two months before the match! Thus, 
Hong Kong spectators have not lost their interest in soccer. However, attracting them 
to the stadium for local matches is a really big challenge. 




The objectives of this project are: 
今 to reveal the current market situation oflocal soccer; 
� to evaluate the constraints of the HKFA in promoting local soccer matches; 
今 to find out what the spectators are looking for in a soccer match; 
今 to examine what factors are affecting spectators' attitudes towards local 
soccer; 
今 to identify the reasons why the spectators decided: 
1. to go to the stadium; 
2. not to go to the stadium; 
3. to stop / suspend going to the stadium; 
令 to investigate some methods that other countries use that can successfully 
attract more spectators to go to matches and examine whether HKFA can 
k 
borrow the ideas. 
今 based on research results, to give specific recommendations with action plans 




Sport Culture in Hong Kong 
What is Sport Culture? 
According to Fu, "sport culture" is generally defined as the degree of public 
^ 
support of sport activities as reflected by their value system and lifestyle. Sport 
culture varies among states and sport can be used for political purpose. For instance, 
there is a strong sporting programme in China, where political philosophy has enabled 
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sport to be utilized as an ideological tool. In a soccer fanatic country like Italy, 
supporters' clubs are often based away from the city in which the football club is 
located. A national federation or association often coordinates the various clubs which 
are scattered all over the country and abroad.^ On the other hand, in some small 
countries, sport is only a kind of exercise and for healthy living. The citizens seldom 
talk and discuss it. 
2 Frank H. Fu. The Development of Sport Culture in the Hong Kong Chinese. P.3. 
3 Hong Kong Sports Development Board. Strategic Plan. 1991-95. P.27. 
4 Vic Duke & Liz Crolley. Football. Nationality and the State. P. 115-116. 
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Sport Culture in Fanatic Countries 
Widespread participation in sport and the hosting of major events will raise the 
self esteem of the population, and success in international sport will raise the national 
pride. This explains why many countries, especially those in the West, contend for the 
host of the FIFA World Cup or the Olympic Games (commercial interest is, of course, 
another major reason). In fact, many of these hosts are sport fanatic countries such as 
the United States (host ofthe 1994 ¥JFA World Cup and the 1996 Atlanta Olympic 
Games), Spain (host ofthe 1982 FEFA World Cup and the 1992 Barcelona Olympic 
Games), and Italy (host ofthe 1990 FIFA World Cup) etc. 
Sport is the life of the citizens in sport fanatic countries. For example, soccer 
provides the most talked-about subject in Brazil, and the media's sport coverage fuels 
those conversations. The men related to their friends, work-mates, and neighbours 
through sport more than anything else. Soccer gives a common focus to their 
attention: they trade their special knowledge and insights about players and teams, 
argue about past games, and anticipate the next.^ The organized fans stage angry 
protests when a beloved player is suddenly traded or when they feel a coach should be 
dismissed. In a Photograph Recognition Test in Rio in 1973, 99.5% of the 
respondents could recognize Pele, the Brazilian soccer legend, while only 44% of 
them could recognize C. Freita (governor ofRio) and 88% could recognize President 
Medici.7 
# 
)Janet Lever. Soccer Madness. P.94. 
6 ibid，P.96. 
^ ibid. P . m . 
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Fans are loyal and have a habit of persisting. A common saying among the 
football enthusiasts of Buenos Aires is that "you can change your wife but your 
mother and your football club you cannot change."^ Soccer-related deaths are a sad 
testimonial to the deep involvement of fans. In Brazil, after Flamengo lost the state 
championship in 1969, a club devotee jumped off a building shouting “Viva 
Flamengo". In the 1966 World Cup a West German fatally shot himself when his 
television set broke down during the final game between his country and England. 
Nor have Americans escaped such bizarre ends. An often cited case is the Denver man 
who wrote a suicide note “I have been a Broncos fan since the Broncos were first 
organized and I cannot stand their fumbling any more" - then shot himself.^ 
Sport Culture in Hong Kong 
During the past 4000 years, primitive sports were developed in China. These 
included Wushu, the Dragon Boat Race, Dance, Gymnastics, Hunting, Horse-cart 
Racing, Qi Gong etc]o Some historical studies even reveal that primitive soccer was 
invented by the Chinese. However, the Chinese culture has always emphasized on the 
intellectual development of the individual and has neglected the importance of the 
physical aspect. On the other hand, the traditional extended family may have mitigated 
against the use of leisure time for sport, as younger members of the family have been 
obligated to earn a living in support of parents, brothers and sisters." It was only in 
the i9th Century when China was opened to the West that western sport was slowly 
8 Tony Mason. Passion of the People: Football in South America. P.97-98. 
^ Lever, P.102. 
1° Chinese Olympic Committee Press Commission. China,s Sport. 
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accepted. In 1949, the People's Republic of China adopted the socialistic model of 
government, with a strong emphasis on the development of sport culture and the 
1 o 
ultimate objectives to improve labour productivity and defense capability. 
Similarly, the Hong Kong Chinese residents had little interest in foreign sport 
when Hong Kong became a British colony in 1842. Many clubs were formed during 
the early 1900s and the Hong Kong Chinese were slowly introduced to the British 
sports such as cricket, badminton, rugby, tennis, and lawn bowl.^ ^ Yet, the sporting 
tradition was largely a colonial one. Until the building of public sports facilities began 
in the l960s, sporting opportunities had been confined to those with access to private 
dubs.i4 
Hong Kong Chinese residents were not enthusiastic towards sports. The increase 
in the Hong Kong population after 1949 and the increasing emphasis on academic 
success owing to limited local opportunity for higher education have deprived the 
Chinese residents of a British Sports Delivery System which was based on the support 
of school and existence of a network of club. As a result, the promotion and 
development of sport suffered. 
As the standard of living improved in Hong Kong, people were becoming more 
health conscious. They perceived the benefits of participating in sport activities to 
n Hong Kong Sports Development Board. Strategic Plan. 1991-95. P.27. 
i:Fii, P.1. 
i3ibid, P.l-2. 
M Hong Kong Sports Development Board. Strategic Plan. 1991-1995. P.27. 
15 Fu, P.2. 
V 
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their health，Nevertheless, parents would prefer their son and daughter entering the 
university or be a clerk in the office, to becoming a sport star. In schools, sport has a 
low priority and few principals and teachers use sport as a vehicle to promote school 
traditions.i7 In reality, except for soccer in recent years, sports can seldom be a 
profession. There is a general belief that playing sport cannot earn a living. Therefore, 
sportsmen usually participate on part-time basis and sports are for leisure only. 
However, Hong Kong's international sporting profile has been enhanced by the 
staging of major sporting events such as the International Dragon Boat Races, the 
Rugby Sevens and the Chinese New Year Football Tournament. These have shown 
Hong Kong's enterprise and leadership in promoting sport and have a beneficial spin-
offfor HongKong.i8 
Spectator Sports in Hong Kong 
Though sports players are not highly rated by Hong Kong people, it was found 
that all populations have a slightly favourable attitude toward physical activities. ^ ^ 
I 
Soccer is the most popular spectator sport. This is especially true in the 1950s and the 
1960s. People watched a match because in the match they could exude their emotion, 
^ 
particularly against the poor living and working conditions. The large number of 
soccer spectators at that time, on the other hand, was due to the lack of other 





' ' ibid, P.10. ^ 
i 
17 Hong Kong Sports Development Board. Strategic Plan. 1991-1995. P.27. 丨  
18 Hong Kong Sports Development Board. Strategic Plan. 1996-2000. P. 11. 
19 Fu, P.44. 
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ten hours in order to obtain a match ticket. 
Normally speaking, watching local sports matches is free of charge in Hong 
Kong with two major exceptions: soccer and basketball. Occasionally, there are high 
quality international tennis, volleyball and table-tennis matches which fans are willing 
to spend up to several hundreds dollars to obtain a ticket. Yet, soccer remains the 
most popular and its news usually occupy more than half of the sports section in local 
newspapers. When the World Cup Tournament plays once four years, soccer fans are 






CONSTRAmTS OF THE HKFA ESf PROMOTWG 
LOCAL SOCCER 
In promoting local soccer, the HKFA faces a lots of difficulties. These include 
the lack of funds, the distinct characteristics of the “soccer circle" in Hong Kong, the 
low value of soccer to society, the poor attitude of the players and more severely, 
competitions from all directions. 
Lack of Funds 
The 1967 Riot in Hong Kong prompted the Government to develop strategies to 
control further social disturbance. The establishment of the Council ofRecreation and 
Sport in 1973 indicated Government's commitment to provide the local Chinese with 
i 
an outlet through healthy physical and recreation activities. The Council ofRecreation 
and Sport, together with the Amateur Sports Federation and Olympic Committee of 
Hong Kong, were responsible for the development and promotion of sport programs 
in the territory.^^ 
2�ibid, P.2. 
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The government，through the Hong Kong Sports Development Board 
(established in 1990), provides the major source of funds for the sport associations in 
Hong Kong. Nevertheless, the baseline of funding from the Government to sport 
through the SDB currently meets only 60% of the estimated needs^\ For example, the 
funding for soccer in 1997-98 is $4.65 million. It is obviously insufficient. Hence, it is 
very difficult for the HKFA to develop local soccer because of the limited resources. 
Worse still, soccer is kicked out of the SAR's Focus Sports scheme because it has not 
produced any results. The sport's financial support for the SDB has been cut by 60% 
to $1.84 million in the 1998-99 fiscal year. Thus, the HKFA has to rely more on the 
gate receipts (especially the international matches such as the Chinese New Year 
Football Tournament) to finance its activities. 
A direct effect of lack of funds is the lack of facilities. Compared with advanced 
countries, the government funding to local soccer is inadequate. The Hong Kong 
i 
government tends to be more interested in funding the cultural activities. For instance, 
I 
a major problem the HKFA has to face is that it does not possess a self-owned soccer 
I 
stadium. The major stadiums are under the Provisional Urban Council and Provisional | 
Regional Urban Council. This poses a constraints on the HKFA in arranging matches. 
Moreover, as Hong Kong only has one stadium which has a capacity of over 20,000 ‘ 
(Hong Kong Stadium), it is impossible for the HKFA to host major international 
tournaments such as the FIFA World Cup Qualifying Round. 
The HKFA does seek for sponsorship. For example, tobacco firms is used to be 
the major sponsor of the HKFA. The British American Tobacco (BAT) is going into 
21 Hong Kong Sports Development Board. Strategic Plan. 1996-2000. P.8. 
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its 29th year with the Viceroy Cup in 1998, which is a landmark event in the soccer 
community. Yet, cigarette companies are smarting over the Government's 
comprehensive ban, which will outlaw all forms of tobacco advertising. They set to 
22 
extinguish support for the sporting events. This is a severe blow to the HKFA 
because it can hardly fmd another sponsor which is willing to spend up to million in 
local soccer.23 
Distinct Characteristics of the ‘‘Soccer Circle" 
in Hong Kong 
Some distinct characteristics of the "soccer circle" in Hong Kong also hinder the 
development of local soccer. These include the lack of training grounds, soccer as an 
unprofitable business, the lack of professionalism and the conflicts within the HKFA 
etc. 
Lack of training grounds 
Owing to lack of funds, the HKFA does not possess its own stadium, ln fact, 
except the Hong Kong Football Club and South China Athletic Association, soccer 
teams in Hong Kong have to adopt the “guerrilla tactic" in training. As most training 
grounds belong to the government, the HKFA has to book them in advance for the 
clubs. The Provisional Urban Council can only offer one session (one and a halfhours) 
“John Flint. "Tobacco firms set to exlingiiish support" in South China Morning Post. 11'上 Feb, 98. 
] I n 1997-98. the bounty for the champion of the Vicero> is HKD288.000. ii is HKD118,000 for the 
r ' nuiners-iip. The total bounty is HKD748.000. 
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for each Division One team per day, which is inadequate for professional training. On 
the other hand, teams do not have a fixed ground for training. On one day, they may 
have to train at Happy Valley, but on the next day, they may have to train at Tai Hang 
Tung Recreation Ground. On the third day, they may have to train at Kowloon Tsai 
Park. In addition, many of these grounds are poorly maintained. Many players get 
injured because of the poor ground surface. 
Soccer as an unprofitable business 
The cost of operating a soccer team is high in Hong Kong. It may cost up to $10 
million a year. However, it is impossible to earn it back through the gate receipts. As a 
result, it is impossible to obtain a balance. Teams are backed up either by the Clubs 
(such as South China and Happy Valley) or by commercial sponsors (such as Instant-
Dict and Golden). Otherwise, they are run by individual bosses who are enthusiastic 
towards soccer. An individual boss runs a team only because ofhis interest in soccer. 
He has to put in several millions per year. As a result, soccer is a losing business in 丨 
Hong Kong. Still, there are some soccer enthusiasts who are willing to invest. 
i 
However, after a continuous loss of two or three years, they may lose their interest i 
and withdraw. For example, Seiko and Bulova were to withdraw from the league in “ 
the 1980s owing to continuous loss. 
Because many teams do not stay long in the League, what the bosses wanted was 
immediate good results. Consequently, the bosses would invest heavily in recruiting 
good players, especially for the foreign ones. They paid little or even no attention on 
the development of the new generation. This phenomenon partly accounts for the lack 
of talent youth players in recent decades. 
1 4 
"Professional" soccer of Hong Kong 
Despite the fact that major Division One teams such as South China and Sing 
Tao hoist the flag of "professional soccer", professionalism is not comprehensive in 
local soccer. The quantity and quality of training cannot be compared with their 
European counterparts. Many players have part-time jobs after the training. More 
importantly, the status of the coaches is low in Hong Kong. Most of them do not have 
the power to name the line-up squad, as the power is in the hand of the boss (who 
may not have the knowledge of professional soccer). Even worse, it is possible that 
there is no manager and coach who has a contract with the club in Hong Kong? It is 
unimaginable in professional soccer in advanced countries. 
On the other hand, many teams and spectators are complaining the referees. In 
the past, poor refereeing was a reason why some Division One teams withdrew from 
the league. Most referees in Hong Kong referee on part-time basis because of their 
interests in soccer. They are not professionals because the reward is unable to support 
j 
their living. Poor refereeing does not only affect the match results, but also lowers the ！ 
i 
quality of the games. 
« 
On the Hong Kong Football Association 
The HKFA should, to some extent, be responsible for the current problems of 
local soccer. The administrative structure of the HKFA is complex and non-
conciliatory. There are too many bosses and their duties are not clearly specified. The 
1 5 
bosses have contradictory opinions and a consent can hardly be made. The collective 
resignation of the coaching level of Hong Kong national team and the General 
Secretaries of the HKFA in late 1997 makes outsiders feel that the HKFA was “a 
plate ofloose sand"^^ 
In fact, the HKFA is dominated by many bosses, and many may not have 
professional knowledge in soccer management. Yet, they have the power to make 
important decisions. Mr Andrew Ma, the chief executive of the SDB, once 
commented, “I don't think the HKFA is doing as much for the sport. The organization 
is controlled by people who know nothing about soccer, while those who want to do a 
betterjob have been suppressed."^^ Mr Ma also harshly criticized that the HKJFA has 
not done enough to develop young players and produce good results. No matter it is 
fair or not to comment the HKFA in this way, the HKFA does leave a negative image 
in the public's minds. 
To make the situation worse is that there are many conflicts within the 
organization. Such conflicts are manifested in many unfair decisions. For examples, 
when Tottenham Hotspur and Arsenal jointly visited Hong Kong in 1995, the local ！ 
！ 
host was unable to arrange the two games on the same day because of the opposition 
from some HKFA officials. Finally, the host suffered loss (low attendance) despite the 
magnificent summoning power and performance of Jurgen Klinsmann. Another 
source of unfairness comes from the discipline group of the HKFA. The double 
standards are usually in favour of several teams. In 1996, FrankwelI gave up in their 
24 Sing Tao Sports Weeklv. 28/9/1996. 
--'Ta Kung Pao. 12/11/1997. 
26 Jessie Hui .��Ma rips HKFA over 'elite" denial" in South China Morning Post. 20/3/1998. 
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relegation battle. The unfair HKFA administration was a major excuse. Such conflicts 
make a negative image of the HKFA on the public. 
In sum, it is not exaggerating to say that the HKFA is remaining in the amateur 
stage. It used the amateur operation as that in the 1950s and the 1960s, to manage the 
soccer professionals in the 1990s. The poor administration of the HKFA makes it 
impossible to carry out long term strategic planning for professional soccer. The 
conservative old system is a major stumbling block for progress. 
Value of Soccer to Society 
The sporting tradition in Hong Kong is largely a colonial one. The emphasis on 
work and achievement has not spilled over into the sporting environment. There is a 
perception that parents in Hong Kong do not encourage their children to participate in 
n 
sport. Though soccer is the most popular sport, most parents do not want their 
children to be a professional soccer player. Hong Kong people believe that sportsmen 
do not make money. The success of Lee Lai-shan in the Olympic Games is a very 
special exceptional case. Such attitude proves to be a problem for the HKFA in 
developing the new soccer generation. It is a major reason why there are lack of new i: 
I 
I' 
soccer stars in recent decades. 
Players’ Attitude 
Another major problem for local soccer is that Hong Kong players lack the 
concept of national identity. They do not feel that it is their greatest honour to play for 
17 
Hong Kong. They prefer not to be selected by the HKFA to represent Hong Kong 
because of the low rewards. Sebastiao Araujo, the head coach of the Hong Kong 
national team, once commented that "Hong Kong players should treasure their 
opportunities and realize how lucky they are to get money for training .... Here 
players get $200 for each training. Players in Trinidad only get USD2 (HKD15) while 
in the Middle East players do not get anything but still they are willing and eager to 
train... ."^ ^ The reluctance of the Hong Kong players to play for Hong Kong partly 
explains the poor results of the national team. 
On the other hand, the poor attitude of the players are to be blamed. Many 
players (include foreign players) are not working hard enough. They are not serious in 
the training and they lack the fighting spirit. On average, they earn about $20,000 per 
month (which is more than most fresh graduates from a university), but some of them 
are even unhappy to train (seriously) for that “one and a half hours" per day. After the 
training, their joyful night life makes them exhausted in the training on the next day. 
Thus, players do not have the physical strength and mentality to play for an entire 
match. Such attitude affects the quality of the games and thus, the spectators are 
unwilling to pay and watch. 
？ 
Competition 
Competition from other sources is regarded as the most important reason why 
27 Hong Kong Sports Development Board. Strategic Plan. 1996-2000. P.27. 
28 Jessie Hui. "HK coach welcomes Au's return to training" in South China Morning Post. 11^ Feb., 
98. 
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fewer and fewer spectators are coming to the local match, ln the 1950s and 1960s, 
people did not have much entertainment. The major competitor of soccer matches 
was the cinema. Not many people possessed a television. 
Now, apart from the cinema, a large variety of entertainment is luring the soccer 
spectators from the stadium. Karaoke, internet, and horse racing are major 
competitors, but the most direct one is television soccer. From the television, fans can 
watch high quality soccer matches throughout the world. For instance, they can watch 
two to three English Premier League matches via satellite on Wharf Cable TV per 
week. Others include Serie A of the Italians, German and even Brazilian soccer. The 








Research objectives include finding out why spectators pay and watch a local 
soccer match. In other words, we want to understand what the spectators are looking 
for in a match. We also hope to find out why some soccer fans do not go to the 
stadium to watch a local match. The main competitor oflocal soccer matches, the TV 
soccer matches (via satellite) will be analyzed. This is to understand why the soccer 
fans watch television instead of going to the stadium. 
Information Needed 
Four types of information are needed in this research. They include ‘ 
今 The attitude of the present spectators towards local soccer; 
� The attitude of the soccer fans who do not enter the stadium, towards local 
soccer; 
今 The attitude of the soccer fans (both those who watch and do not watch local 
soccer) towards television soccer, the major competitor oflocal soccer; 





The questionnaire is divided into four parts: The first part distinguishes whether 
the respondent watches soccer. The second part analyzes the respondent's attitude 
towards local soccer and its major competitor, television soccer. The third part 
investigates the attitude of the respondent towards some improvement in local soccer. 
The final part concerns the personal information of the respondent. The details and the 
rationale of individual question are listed below: 
1. Questions 1 and 2 are screening questions. Question 1 asks the respondent 
whether he has watched any types of the following soccer matches: local division 
one match at stadium, local free match (such as division two or division three, the 
reserve teams, or district match), and foreign soccer on television (such as the 
English Premier League or the Italian Series A). If the respondent has watched 
any of them, we assume that he is a soccer fan, or at least, he has some interest in 
soccer. If he has not watched any of them, question 2 will ask him the reason. If 
the respondent claims that he is not interested in soccer, the interview will end 
because he is not expected to go into the stadium and watch a local soccer match. 
If he claims that he is interested in soccer but owing to other reasons, he has not 
watched a match, the instruction will direct him to part two. 
2. Question 3 is another screening question. If the respondent reports that he has 
21 
watched a local division one soccer match, the instruction will direct him to 
question 4: on why does he go to see. Otherwise, he will be directed to question 5: 
on why he does not go. (The respondent should answer either question 4 or 
question 5). 
3. Question 4 asks the respondent's attitude towards local soccer: why does he 
enter the stadium and watch a local match: He is asked to rate the reasons 
according to four-point scale: strongly disagree, disagree, agree and strongly 
agree. The first four reasons are on the match itself, while the rest concern the 
personal character of the respondent. 
a/ The match is entertaining; 
b/ He cares the results of the game; 
c/ He supports one of teams (or both); 
d/ He supports one (or more) football player(s) / star(s); 
e/ He wants to spend his leisure time; 
f/ He wants to exude his emotion; 
g/ He does not have other interests / entertainment; 
h/ He goes with friends / friends gathering; 
i/ He is enthusiastic towards soccer; ‘ 
j/ Other reasons. 
4. Question 5 asks the respondent's attitude towards local soccer: why he does not 
enter the stadium. Similar to question 4, the respondent is to rate the reasons on a 
four-point scale. The first four reasons are on the match (product), the next two 
concern the price, then (g) and (h) are on the stadium (place), (i) is on promotion 
and 0 is on the competition : 
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a/ The quality of the match is low, it is not worth it to pay and watch a match; 
b/ He is not interested in local soccer, and he does not care the match result; 
c/ He does not have a favourite local team; 
d/ The teams do not have a star that he appreciates; 
e/ The ticket price is too high; 
f/ The commodities such as food and drinks in the stadium are too expensive; 
g/ The facilities of the stadium is poor; 
h/ The stadium is too far away, and it is inconvenient to get there; 
i/ The promotion is inadequate and he does not know when there is a game; 
j/ Other entertainment is more attractive; 
k/ Other reasons. 
5. Question 6 is a screening question. It asks whether the respondent has watched a 
soccer match on the television. If he has, question 7 will ask him why does he 
watch the match. Otherwise, the instruction will direct him to part three of the 
questionnaire. 
6. Question 7 intends to reveal why the respondent watches television soccer. The 
purpose of this question is to give a comparison to their attitude towards local 
soccer. The first four reasons for watching foreign soccer are on the match 
(product), the next two are on the price, (g) is on promotion and the rest are on 
the personal character of the respondent: 
a/ The match is entertaining; 
b/ He cares the results of the matches; 
c/ He supports one of teams (or both); 
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d/ He supports one (or more) football player(s) / star(s); 
e/ It is free / Non-returnable monthly fee paid; 
f/ No need to go out, and thus, save money; 
g/ Promotion of the mass media, which increases the desire to watch; 
hJ He watches with friends / friends gathering; 
i/ All ofhis friends watch the match, ifhe does not, he will lose a common 
chatting topic; 
j/ He wants to spend his leisure time; 
k/ He wants to exude his emotion; 
1/ He does not have other interests / entertainment; 
m/ He is enthusiastic towards soccer; 
n/ Other reasons. 
7. Part three includes just one question, which asks the respondent whether he will 
go into the stadium or go more often if some improvements are made. The first 
two questions are on the match (product), the second two concern the price, the 
next one is on the promotion and the last one is on the stadium (place). The 
respondent, again, is asked to rate whether he agrees with the statement or not. 
The details are as follows: ‘ 
a/ To introduce top quality foreign players so as to increase the quality of the 
matches; 
b/ To develop our new generation players and introduce new stars; 
c/ To reduce the price (such as buy one and take one free); 
d/ Totally free match for the spectators; 
e/ To introduce some lucky draw (such as to guess the match results or 
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which players scores the first goal); 
f/ To have a new and more convenient stadium; 
g/ Others. 
8. Part four is on the personal particulars of the respondent, which includes gender, 
age, career status, personal monthly income and his hobbies other than soccer. 
The reason to include the latter is to find out what are really the competitors of 
local soccer. Such hobbies include watching television, movie (including VCD), 
karaoke, electronic games, computer (such as Internet), playing mahjong, horse 
racing, going to bar, shopping and other sports games, etc. 
Sampling / Data Collection Method 
The target interviewees are the present spectators and the non-spectators of local 
soccer. Those soccer non-spectators (that is they claim that they are not interested in 
soccer in question 2) will be excluded because it is difficult or too costly to attract 
them to the stadium. 
A small proportion of the questionnaires were distributed inside the stadium on a 
match day (2T^ January, 1998). On this day, two Ericsson First Division League 
matches were held at the Hong Kong Stadium: Happy Valley vs Instant-Dict and 
South China vs Sing Tao. These two matches represented the clash between the top 
four in the league and it is expected that true local soccer spectators would come. A 
random sampling method was used. A small part of the spectators were interviewed 
outside the stadium before the match (while some of them might be waiting for their 
friends). Others were interviewed during half time and between the two matches. The 
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intention is not to disturb them. 
For the non-spectators oflocal soccer (may include spectator oflocal soccer), the 
random sampling method was used. Questionnaires were distributed through personal 
network and in the university. A proportion of the questionnaires were distributed on 
the street, such as in the New Town Plaza (near the KCR station, where many people 
were waiting for their friends), Happy Valley Sports Ground and Tai Hang Tung 
Recreation Ground (the usual training grounds for the first division teams and the 
venues for lower division matches). Special attention would be given to those 
potential spectators: those who are watching free soccer matches (such as divisions 
two or three, or district based match). They seem to be soccer fans, but they are not 
willing to pay and watch a division one ticket. 
Finally, in order to encourage the respondents, the HKFA would sponsor a 
match ticket for a completed questionnaire as incentive. 
Interview 
An interview with the chairman of the HKFA, Mr Hui Chun-ftii, was conducted 
on 3Qth December, 1997. In the interview, Mr Hui expressed his opinion on the 
current and future development of local soccer, the poor attendance, and the 
constraints of the HKFA in rescuing soccer. 
Limitations 
The major constraint of this research is that it is difficult to identify the potential 
spectators for local soccer. It is ideal if we can identify the soccer fans who in the past 
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watched local soccer but now, do not go. Nevertheless, it is not an easy task to ask 
them to recall whether they had watched a local soccer match in recent years, or more 
specifically, how many times they have gone into the stadium. As a result, the 
screening questions (No 1 and 2) are confined to this season only and this may create 









FMDINGS / ANALYSIS 
300 questionnaires were distributed through different channels. A total of 275 
completed questionnaires were collected (those by the non-spectators are excluded). 
The response rate is 91.67%. The data collected in the questionnaire survey are 
analyzed in the following sections. 
The Respondent Profile 
The respondent profile is summerized in the table on the next page. 
From the profile, we can see that the ratio between male and female fan is 
approximately 7:3 . The finding is similar to the result of Fu's study. Male are more 
interested in soccer (as spectator). On the other hand, more than half of the 
respondents (56.4%) are below the age of 29 and 38.5% of them are students. 
Consequently, together with the retired ones, 41.8% of the respondents claimed that 
their monthly income is below $5,000. The HKFA should consider the purchasing 
power of these groups when it sets the price of the match. 
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TABLE 1 
THE RESPONDENT PROFK^E 
No. of Respondents Percentage 
^ ^ 203 73.8% 
Female 72 26.2% 
Ag^ Below 20 56 20.4% 
20 - 29 99 36.0% 
30 - 39 58 21.1% 
40 - 49 33 12.0% 
50 - 59 16 5.8% 
60 or above l_3 4.7% 
Occupation: Student m 38.5% 
Onjob 158 57.5% 
Retired 11 4.0% 
Others 0 0.0% 
Monthly Income: Below $5,000 U5 41.8% 
$5,001 - $15,000 71 25.8% 
$15,001 - $25,000 47 17.1% 
$25,001 or above 42 15.3% 
Other Interests: Television 201 73.1% 
Movie (includes VCD) 192 69.8% 
Karaoke 120 43.6% 
Video games 103 37.5% 
Computer 102 37.1% 
Mahjong 91 33.1% 
Horse racing 51 18.5% 
Going to bar 35 12.7% 
Shopping 118 42.9% 
Sports 195 70.9% 
Others: 
Music 6 




Television, which includes overseas soccer matches, is still the number one 
competitor of soccer match. While 70.9% of the respondents stated that they 
participated in sports, we can perceive that they had a positive attitude towards sports, 
which might include soccer. Other major competitors include movie (69.8%), karaoke 
(43.6%) and shopping (42.9%). Surprisingly, only 18.5% of the fans claimed that they 
are also interested in horse race betting, which is the second lowest in the rank. In the 
past, it is believed the horse racing was a major competitor of soccer, and the HKFA 
tried to avoid arranging matches on horse racing days. 
Attitude of Present Spectators Towards Local Soccer 
The Findings 
129 of the 275 respondents (46.9%) declared that they have entered the stadium 
and watched a local match this season. Their responses to Question 4 are summerized 
in the following. The first figure represents the number of respondents and the figure 
in the bracket represents the percentage of the respondents. Finally, the weighted 
mean measures the overall perception of the statement.^^ 
2J The match is entertaining. Strongly disagree: 10 (7.8%) 
Disagree: 58 (45.0%) 
Agree: 55 (42.6%) 
29 In calculating the weighted mean, a "strongly disagree" response is rated as 1 point, a "disagree" 
as 2 points, an “agree'，as 3 points, and a “strongly agree" as 4 points. As a result, the weighted mean 
for "the match is entertaining" is (1*10 + 2*58 + 3*55 + 4*6)/129, which is 2.44. It shows that 
the overall attitude of the respondents is that they are slightly disagree with the statement (while 2.5 
represents the neutrality). 
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Strongly agree: 6 (4.7%) 
Weighted mean: 2.44 
b/ You care the results of the game. Strongly disagree: 4 (3.1%) 
Disagree: 33 (25.6%) 
Agree: 78 (60.5%) 
Strongly agree: 14 (10.9%) 
Weighted mean: 2.79 
c/ You support one of teams (or both). Strongly disagree: 6 (4.7%) 
Disagree: 38 (29.5%) 
Agree: 58 (45.0%) 
Strongly agree: 27 (20.9%) 
Weighted mean: 2.82 
d/ You support one (or more) Strongly disagree: 11 (8.5%) 
football player(s) / star(s). Disagree: 51 (39.5%) 
Agree: 52 (40.3%) 
Strongly agree: 15 (11.6%) 
Weighted mean: 2.5 5 
e/ You want to spend your leisure Strongly disagree: 8 (6.2%) 
time. Disagree: 54 (41.9%) 
Agree: 48 (37.2%) 
Strongly agree: 19 (14.7%) 
Weighted mean: 2.60 
f/ You want to exude your emotion. Strongly disagree: 22 (17.1%) 
Disagree: 70 (54.3%) 
Agree: 26 (20.2%) 
Strongly agree: 11 (8 • 5 %) 
Weighted mean: 2.20 
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g/ You do not have other interests / Strongly disagree: 31 (24.0%) 
entertainment. Disagree: 80 (62.0%) 
Agree: 12 (9.3%) 
Strongly agree: 6 (4.7%) 
Weighted mean: 1.95 
h/ You go with friends / friends Strongly disagree: 10 (7.8%) 
gathering. Disagree: 37 (28.7%) 
Agree: 71 (55.0%) 
Strongly agree: 11 (8.5%) 
Weighted mean: 2.64 
i/ You are enthusiastic towards soccer. Strongly disagree: 2 (1.6%) 
Disagree: 17 (13.2%) 
Agree: 56 (43.4%) 
Strongly agree: 54 (41.9%) 
Weighted mean: 3.26 
j/ The others reasons include: 
今 Four respondents stated that they cared the development oflocal soccer; 
今 Two of them wanted to learn soccer; 
今 The rest are: there are a lot of goals, the ticket is cheap, he loves sports and 
soccer match is a part ofhis life (1 response each). 
Interpretation 
More than half of respondents (52.7%) either strongly disagree or disagree that 
the local soccer match is entertaining. In other words, they are not interested merely 
in watching the game. Instead, 85.3% stated that they watched a match because they 
are enthusiastic towards soccer: they loved soccer. A relative high weighted mean 
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(3.26) also demonstrated this point. Other major reasons why the spectators entered 
the stadium include: they care the results of the game (71.3%), they support one of 
the teams (65.9%) and they go with friends (63.6%). 
The result show that the present spectators are still interested in local soccer, 
though half of them think that the matches are not entertaining. They support a team 
and want to know the result of the game. This coincides with the gate receipts of the 
HKFA: When South China, the most popular soccer team in Hong Kong, played well 
and got results, its supporters returned and watched when it played. Otherwise, the 
gate receipts suffered. 
Many people think that fans enter the stadium and watch a match because they 
want to exude their emotion. They can cheer and shout freely. However, more than 
half of the fans (71.3%) indicated that this is not an important reason.^^ Moreover, 
only 14.0% of the respondents agree or strongly agree that they watched a match 
because they did not have other interests or entertainment. Therefore, the HKFA 
should do something to retain the remaining 86.0% fans. They can easily be attracted 
by other entertainment. 
Based on the weighted mean, the three most important reasons why present 
spectators go and watch a local soccer match are: 
1. They are enthusiastic towards soccer; 
2. They support one (or both) of the teams; and 
3. They care the results of the match. 
3° Many spectators cheer and shout in the stadium, but many of them regard "exuding the emotion" 
as a by-product instead of a major reason for them to go to the match. 
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Attitude of Non-spectators Towards Local Soccer 
The Findings 
146 of the 275 respondents (53.1%) declared that they have not entered the 
stadium and watched a local match this season. Their responses to Question 5 are 
summerized in the following. 
a/ The quality of the match is low, Strongly disagree: 0 (0.0%) 
and it is not worth it to pay and Disagree: 19 (13.0%) 
watch a match. Agree: 69 (47.3%) 
Strongly agree: 58 (39.7%) 
Weighted mean: 3.27 
b/ You are not interested in local Strongly disagree: 4 (2.7%) 
soccer, and you do not care the Disagree: 59 (40.4%) 
match result. Agree: 62 (42.5%) 
Strongly agree: 21 (14.4%) 
Weighted mean: 2.68 
c/ You do not have a favourite local Strongly disagree: 4 (2.7%) 
team. Disagree: 50 (34.2%) 
Agree: 72 (49.3%) 
Strongly agree: 20 (13.7%) 
Weighted mean: 2.74 
d/ The teams do not have a star that Strongly disagree: 2 (1.4%) 
you appreciate. Disagree: 36 (24.7%) 
Agree: 81 (55.5%) 
Strongly agree: 27 (18.5 %) 
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Weighted mean: 2.91 
e/ The ticket price is too high. Strongly disagree: 3 (2.1%) 
Disagree: 76 (52.1%) 
Agree: 48 (32.9%) 
Strongly agree: 19 (13.0%) 
Weighted mean: 2.5 7 
f/ The commodities, such as food Strongly disagree: 6 (4.1%) 
and drinks in the stadium are too Disagree: 67 (45.9%) 
expensive. Agree: 53 (36.3%) 
Strongly agree: 20 (13.7%) 
Weighted mean: 2.60 
g/ The facilities of the stadium is poor. Strongly disagree: 3 (2.1%) 
Disagree: 72 (49.3%) 
Agree: 54 (37.0%) 
Strongly agree: 17 (11.6%) 
Weighted mean: 2.58 
h/ The stadium is too far away, and it Strongly disagree: 3 (2.1%) 
is inconvenient to get there. Disagree: 74 (50.7%) 
Agree: 57 (39.0%) 
Strongly agree: 12 (8.2%) 
Weighted mean: 2.53 
i/ The promotion is inadequate and Strongly disagree: 3 (2.1%) 
you do not know when there is a Disagree: 64 (43.8%) 
game. Agree: 61 (41.8%) 
Strongly agree: 18 (12.3%) 
Weighted mean: 2.64 
j/ Other entertainment is more Strongly disagree: 2 (1.4%) 
attractive. Disagree: 34 (23.3%) 
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Agree: 73 (50.0%) 
Strongly agree: 37 (25.3%) 
Weighted mean: 2.99 
k/ The other reasons include: 
今 Six respondents stated that they had no spare time; 
今 Five of them complained that there were inadequate tickets for the elderly; 
今 Three complained that the tickets for the students were inadequate; 
� Three stated that the matches are not professional, the management is poor; 
今 Three claimed that the system and the matches are not attractive owing to 
the weak physical strength of the players; 
今 Two reported the poor performance of the Hong Kong national team; 
今 Others are no watching habit and poor promotion (1 response each). 
Another respondent complained that the HKFA raised the price of ticket in 
some important local matches, and he, in protest, did not watch the match 
any more. 
Interpretation 
One can hardly deny that the quality oflocal soccer match is low. While 52.7% 
ofthe present spectators disagreed or strongly disagreed that the match is entertaining, 
87.0% of the non-spectators claimed that it is not worth it to pay and watch a local 
match. With a weighted mean of 3.27, it is the most important reason why they did 
not watch a match. 75.3% declared that other entertainment is more attractive. If the 
HKFA is to attract them back to the stadium, the quality of the matches must be 
raised. 
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It is not true that those non-spectators are totally uninterested in local soccer. 
Instead, 43.2% stated that they did care the match results. However, the lack of 
soccer stars (74.0%) and a favourite team (63.0%) kept them away from the stadium. 
Concerning the price, 54.1% of them either disagree or strongly disagree that the 
price of the ticket is too high. Yet, some of these respondents may be the elderly 
people or the student (under 20 years old), who could buy the ticket at half price or at 
one-third price. The HKFA should note that still there are 45.9% fans who were 
considering the price of the ticket too high. For the food and beverage in the stadium, 
the result is a 50-50, but the weighted mean (2.60) indicates that the fans slightly 
agreed that the commodities in the stadium are expensive. 
The fans had different ideas on the current match stadiums. Half of them 
indicated that the facilities of the stadium are poor and the stadium is too difficult to 
reach. However, the HKFA should seriously consider the promotion of the match. 
More than half (54.1%) of the respondents claimed that the promotion of the match is 
inadequate and sometimes they do not know when there is a game. They may miss a 
match they want to see because of poor promotion. 
Finally, 6 elderly fans and 3 students pointed out that the discounted tickets for 
them are inadequate, especially in some important matches. The HKFA should 
consider the need of these loyal fans. 
Based on the weighted mean, the three most important reasons why the soccer 
fans did not go to watch a local match are: 
1. The low quality of the match, and it is not worth it to pay and watch; 
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2. Other entertainment is more attractive; and 
3. The teams do not have a star that they appreciate. 
Attitude Towards Television Soccer 
It is generally believed that television soccer is the ‘number one enemy，of local 
soccer. Hong Kong soccer fans are able to watch high standard overseas matches via 
satellite on television. This section will analyze the results on the general attitude of 
the soccer fans towards television soccer. The independent profile of present local 
soccer spectators' attitude and non-spectators' attitude will also be included in 
Appendix 5. 
The Findings 
262 of the 275 respondents (95.3%) reported that they have watched overseas 
soccer matches on the television. Of those who have not watched a game, some 
claimed that they were unable to watch it because they have not installed Wharf Cable 
TV. Some stated that they did not have time. The results of their attitude are as 
follows. 
a/ The match is entertaining. Strongly disagree: 1 (0.4%) 
Disagree: 9 (3.4%) 
Agree: 156 (59.5%) 
Strongly agree: 96 (36.6%) 
Weighted mean: 3.3 2 
b/ You care the results of the matches. Strongly disagree: 2 (0.8%) 
Disagree: 41 (15.6%) 
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Agree: 149 (56.9%) 
Strongly agree: 70 (26.7%) 
Weighted mean: 3.10 
c/ You support one of the team (or both). Strongly disagree: 0 (0.0%) 
Disagree: 40 (15.3%) 
Agree: 138 (52.7%) 
Strongly agree: 84 (32.1%) 
Weighted mean: 3.17 
d/ You support one (or more) football Strongly disagree: 1 (0.4%) 
star(s). Disagree: 38 (14.5%) 
Agree: 141 (53.8%) 
Strongly agree: 82 (31.3%) 
Weighted mean: 3.16 
e/ It is free / non-returnable monthly Strongly disagree: 16 (6.1%) 
fee paid. Disagree: 104 (39.7%) 
Agree: 104 (39.7%) 
Strongly agree: 38 (14.5%) 
Weighted mean: 2.63 
f/ No need to go out, and thus, save Strongly disagree: 6 (2.3%) 
money. Disagree: 75 (28.6%) 
Agree: 132 (50.4%) 
Strongly agree: 49 (18.7%) 
Weighted mean: 2.85 
g/ Promotion of the mass media, Strongly disagree: 8 (3.1 %) 
which increases the desire to Disagree: 68 (26.0%) 
watch. Agree: 142 (54.2%) 
Strongly agree: 44 (16.8%) 
Weighted mean: 2 • 8 5 
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hJ You watch with friends / friends Strongly disagree: 20 (7.6%) 
gathering. Disagree: 121 (46.2%) 
Agree: 98 (37.4%) 
Strongly agree: 23 (8.8%) 
Weighted mean: 2.47 
i/ All of your friends watch the match, Strongly disagree: 32 (12.2%) 
if you do not, you will lose a Disagree: 132 (50.4%) 
common chatting topic. Agree: 85 (32.4%) 
Strongly agree: 13 (5.0%) 
Weighted mean: 2.3 0 
j/ You want to spend your leisure time. Strongly disagree: 22 (8.4%) 
Disagree: 121 (46.2%) 
Agree: 106 (40.5%) 
Strongly agree: 13 (5.0%) 
Weighted mean: 2.42 
k/ You want to exude your emotion. Strongly disagree: 44 (16.8%) 
Disagree: 164 (62.6%) 
Agree: 44 (16.8%) 
Strongly agree: 10 (3.8%) 
Weighted mean: 2.08 
1/ You do not have other interests / Strongly disagree: 62 (23.7%) 
entertainment. Disagree: 178 (67.9%) 
Agree: 17 (6.5%) 
Strongly agree: 5 (1.9%) 
Weighted mean: 1.8 7 
m/ You are enthusiastic towards soccer. Strongly disagree: 1 (0.4%) 
Disagree: 20 (7.6%) 
Agree: 148 (56.5%) 
Strongly agree: 93 (35.5%) 
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Weighted mean: 3.27 
n/ The other reasons include: 
今 Eight respondents reported that overseas soccer match are exciting; 
今 Four of them pointed out that foreign players possess excellent playing 
skills; 
� Four stated that they can bet on the results of the game with their friends; 
今 Three reported that foreign systems (such as promotion and relegation) are 
more serious; 
今 Three appreciated the handsome stars; 
今 Two suggested that compared with local players, their foreign counterparts 
are more hard working in the game, and the games are more entertaining; 
今 Others are: there are more unpredictable match results and the fan wants to 
learn more about soccer (1 response each). 
Interpretation 
Compared with its local counterparts, television soccer provides more varieties 
and the standard is much higher. 96.2% of the respondents agreed (and strongly 
agreed) that television soccer match is entertaining and this is the most important 
reason why they watched the match. Correspondingly, a large percentage of 
respondents stated that they care the results of the match (83.6%), support one (or 
both) of the teams (84.7%) and support one (or more) football star(s) (85.1%). Such 
responses explain why when Manchester United visited Hong Kong in July 1997, fans 
were willing to spend an entire night queuing up outside the Hong Kong Stadium and 
hoping to obtain a match ticket. In sum, the respondents watched television soccer 
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because they liked the product (the match). In fact, 92% stated that they watched the 
match because they are enthusiastic towards soccer. 
Although it is free to watch a soccer match on ATV and TVB, and the 
respondents have paid a non-refundable fee to Wharf Cable TV, near half of them 
insisted that this is not a major reason for them to watch the match. Nevertheless, near 
70% of the respondents admitted that watching a match on television could save 
money because they could stay at home. 
More than 70% of respondents said that the promotion of the mass media 
increased their desire to watch the match. This is especially true when Wharf Cable 
obtained the exclusive right in English Premier League and the Italian Serie A^ it 
started its enormous promotional campaign. Now, overseas soccer replaces local 
soccer and occupies a large share in the sports section of the newspaper. Thus, the 
HKFA should do something in the promotion oflocal soccer. 
Less than half of respondents watch the game with their friends, and only 37.4% 
stated that they watched because they did not want to be lagged behind. On the other 
hand, exuding their emotion is not a primary motive for them to watch a match. 
Lastly, more than 90% of respondents claimed that they have other interests / 
entertainment and 45.4% reported that they watched a match not because they 
wanted to spend their leisure time. If the matches are boring, they might give them up 
and find other forms of entertainment. 
Based on the weighted mean, the five most important reasons why the soccer 
fans watched television soccer are: 
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1. The match is entertaining; 
2. They are enthusiastic towards soccer; 
3. They support one of teams (or both); 
4. They support one (or more) football star(s); and 
5. They care the result of the game. 
Attitude Towards Some Improvements on Local Soccer 
The Findings 
The respondents, no matter they are spectators of local soccer match or non-
spectators, were asked whether they would go (more) to the match after some 
improvements on local soccer are made. The results are summerized below: 
a/ To introduce top quality foreign Strongly disagree: 4 (1.5%) 
players so as to raise the quality Disagree: 30 (10.9%) 
ofthe match. Agree: 173 (62.9%) 
Strongly agree: 68 (24.7%) 
Weighted mean: 3.11 
b/ To develop our new generation Strongly disagree: 1 (0.4%) 
players and introduce new stars. Disagree: 24 (8.7%) 
Agree: 174 (63.3%) 
Strongly agree: 76 (27.6%) 
Weighted mean: 3.18 
c/ To reduce the price (such as buy Strongly disagree: 7 (2.5%) 
one and get one free). Disagree: 75 (27.3%) 
Agree: 112 (40.7%) 
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Strongly agree: 81 (29.5%) 
Weighted mean: 2.97 
d/ Totally free match for the spectators. Strongly disagree: 11 (4.0%) 
Disagree: 102 (37.1%) 
Agree: 90 (32.7%) 
Strongly agree: 72 (26.2%) 
Weighted mean: 2.81 
e/ To introduce some lucky draw (such Strongly disagree: 9 (3.3%) 
as to guess the match results or Disagree: 85 (30.9%) 
which player scores). Agree: 138 (50.2%) 
Strongly agree: 43 (15.6%) 
Weighted mean: 2.78 
f/ To have a new and more convenient Strongly disagree: 2 (0.7%) 
stadium. Disagree: 47 (17.1%) 
Agree: 154 (56.0%) 
Strongly agree: 72 (26.2%) 
Weighted mean: 3 • 0 8 
g/ The other suggestions include: 
今 Ten respondents suggested that the HKFA should fight for the legalization 
of soccer match betting; 
今 Eight respondents were dissatisfied with the stadium, especially the ground 
surface of the Hong Kong Stadium; 
今 Seven respondents said that the HKFA should strengthen the promotion: 
sometimes they really did not know that when there was a match; 
今 Five respondents complained the quality of the referees and the linesmen; 
今 Four fans suggested that more Division One teams are needed, and the 
HKFA should raise the quality of the games; 
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今 Three respondents suggested that the local Division One teams should join 
the All-China League because this can raise the match quality; 
今 Another suggestion is that the Hong Kong national team should play more 
international matches to get good results. The rest are: to build a new 
stadium, to increase the means of transportation (to and from the stadiums), 
and to raise the standard and status of the coaches, and to introduce season 
tickets (2 responses each); 
今 Others are: to have more attractive team managers, opportunities to picture 
with football stars (especially foreign stars when they visit Hong Kong), 
each team to have its distinct characteristics in promotion, and to have 




This sections will first explain the success of soccer promotion in other countries, 
especially the J. League of Japan. We will examine whether the HKFA can share the 
experience of the success of our neighbours. After that, some measures that may 
attract spectators back to the stadium will be discussed. 
The Success of Soccer Promotion in Other Countries 
Soccer Promotion in Fanatic Countries 
Soccer is the life of the fans in many fanatic countries such as Brazil, Italy and 
England. Their Football Associations do not need much efforts in promotion. Two 
major reasons account for this are that the these countries have a strong sport culture, 
and people in those countries do not have much entertainment (especially when 
compared with Hong Kong). 
On the other hand, their governments offer enormous support to the sport. The 
legalization of betting on sports is one way of support. For example, bookmakers in 
England offers different ways to bet on a soccer match, such as the entire match result 
and scores, the first player to score, and even in which minute the player scores etc. 
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As a result of the betting, fans are involved. The match is no longer mere the business 
of two teams. 
Professional Soccer in Japan 
This section explains the success of the J. League (Japan Professional Football 
League) in Japan. The Japanese, like Hong Kong people, have a lot of entertainment. 
However, the success of J. League reveals that high quality soccer matches can attract 
31 
people back to the stadium. Though the J. League is losing spectators , and many 
clubs are facing bankruptcy, its rapid rise in the 1990s is magnificent. 
Baseball, instead of soccer, is one of the national sports of Japan. The standard 
of Japanese soccer was low and it could not compete with the Asian countries (which 
also included Hong Kong) before the 1980s. However, the Japan national team is 
improving drastically and it obtains the entry ticket of the FIFA World Cup in France 
in 1998. The success of the Japan national team is to a great extent, attributable to the 
success of the J. League. 
The success of the J. League is due to a number of reasons, which include: clear 
objectives, a well-organized infrastructure, public and government support and the 
patriotic feeling of the Japanese. 
31 The year 1994 represents the highest point of the J. League: The average attendance was 19,598. 
In 1995, the average attendance dropped to 16,922 and in 1997, the attendance was only 10,131. Yet, 
inspired by the participation of the Japan national team in the World Cup Finals in France, the 
average attendance for the opening day matches for the season 1998/99 returns to 19,000+ (Figures 
from Oriental Daily, 6/1/1998 & 24/3/1998). 
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When the J. League was first established in the late 1980s, it set up its clear goals 
which is crucial to its success. These include “to promote football as culture" and “to 
strengthen and foster Japanese football". The latter is to invigorate Japanese football, 
improving the level to the point where Japan can qualify regularly for the Olympic 
Games and World Cup, and the raise the status of football in Japan. The objectives 
also include “to raise the status of players and coaches", and “to foster stadium-
• • • • 32 
development and other ‘home-town’ ties and facilities". 
The J. League has a well organized structure. Each club must be a registered 
corporation specializing in football. This condition is stipulated in order to ensure that 
each club provides a secure management base which serves as an effective vehicle for 
players, coaches and other club officials. Players must possess professional status, 
having concluded the standard professional contract approved by the Japan Football 
Association, and play in a professional spirit. Coaches must possess the appropriate 
coaching license approved by the Japan Football Association and train players on the 
basis of recognized coaching skill.^ ^ 
On the team structure, each club must have a first team, a reserve team, an U-18 
team (youth team), an U-15 team (junior youth team) and an U-12 team (junior team). 
The clubs must operate these teams under a unified system for fostering players and 
improving team strength in order to produce as many able players as possible. The J. 
League clubs must designate a specific locality as their home town and lay down deep 
roots in that place, maintaining close contact with the local authorities and residents 
32 Http://www.j -league. or.jp/Objectives/Objectives. html. 
33 Http://www.j-league. or.jp/Organization/Organization.html. 
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and contributing to the promotion oflocal sporting and economic d e v e l o p m e n t . 
The information above shows that the J. League has a systematic administrative 
structure. The Football Association of Japan has a far-sighted vision to upgrade the 
standard of Japanese soccer. Both the players and the coaches treat themselves as 
professionals. The teams, with its strong local background, are able to enlist local 
support. The League also has a comprehensive system to develop the new generation 
players, and thus, a lot of new stars emerged and become the hero of the national 
team. 
The nationalist feeling of the Japanese also contributes to the success of the J. 
League. When Japan was competing with its rivals (mainly South Korea) for the host 
of World Cup 2002, the Japanese, including the government and the entrepreneurs, 
wholeheartedly supported the country. The entrepreneurs were to invest in the teams. 
Thus, many international stars were willing to join the League. Apart from those 
fading stars such as England's ace Gary Lineker and Germany's Pierre Littbarski, 
many of the foreign players are current internationals such as Yugoslavia's Dragan 
Stojkovic, Denmark's Michael Laudrup (now playing in Holland) and even Brazil's 
world champion players (1994) Zinho, Jorginho, and captain Dunga. The influx of 
such top quality players strongly raised the quality of the match. The fans, therefore, 
are more willing to pay and watch the games. 
34 Http://www.j-league.or.jp/OrganizatioiVOrganization.html. 
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Recommendations for the HKFA (Short term) 
Product 
Improving the quality of the match by foreign players 
Quality of the match is vital for the rejuvenation of local soccer. The research 
reveals that the most important reason why present spectators watch local soccer is 
their enthusiasm towards soccer. They did not think that the match is entertaining. On 
the other hand, the non-spectators did not go to the stadium mainly because the 
quality of the game is low and thus, they found that other entertainment is more 
attractive. 
In the short run, the most direct way of raising the quality of the games is to 
introduce top quality foreign players. In fact, 86.6% of the present spectators and 
88.4% of present non-spectators agreed that they will come (or come more) to the 
stadium if more high quality foreign players are introduced. They believed that this is a 
way to raise the quality of the matches. 
The major question is how to recruit top quality players. Unlike their Japanese 
counterparts, Hong Kong soccer clubs do not have the resources to recruit those 
current international stars. It is not worthwhile to bear their astronomical figures 
wages. Nevertheless, those less famous players such as Dale Tempest and Peter 
Bodak did have their glorious days in Hong Kong. The clubs cannot just recruit such 
players by luck. 
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Today, a common practice used by the local clubs to recruit foreign players is 
through soccer agents. The clubs then sign a short contract with the players and put 
them on probation. If the players are not suitable for the team or their performance are 
not satisfactory, they will be sacked. The clubs also suffer because some matches have 
already been played and they may have got unsatisfactory results. Another way of 
recruiting foreign players is through “walk-in，，： The players go to the training grounds 
and train with the team. If the boss finds them suitable for the team, a short-term 
contract will be signed. 
The current practice cannot ensure the quality of the players, and it is very 
difficult for the club to know whether the player is injured or not before he arrives 
Hong Kong. Thus, it is common in Hong Kong that some teams have employed more 
than 20 foreign players in a season. The fans cannot remember their faces and names 
even when the players are sent back to their motherland. 
A suggested way for the recruitment is that the clubs should send the coach or 
the manager abroad during the season break. In overseas, the clubs have more choice 
than just by the referral of the agents. In the selection process, they should evaluate 
whether a particular foreign player is suitable to the team and whether he has any 
injury. The playing attitude should also be assessed. This is to ensure the quality of the 
foreign players. 
The method was proved to be successful by Seiko in the late 1970s and 1980s, 
but not many clubs followed it after the re-introduction of foreign players in the early 
1990s. The foreign players of Seiko were carefully assessed in Europe (England, 
Scotland and Holland) before they came to Hong Kong. Thus, they were seldom 
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sacked owing to poor performance. They always left the team only at the end of the 
season. At least, the fans could remember who were the foreign players of the team. 
What the HKFA can do is to assist the local soccer clubs in the necessary 
coordination. In the past, there was heat debate on the number of foreign players for 
each soccer team. However, it is not the number of foreign players that affects the 
quality of the game, but the quality of the foreign players themselves. If the 
performance of the foreign players is worse (or not better than) a local player, why 
should a club still employ them? 
In the short run, high quality foreign players can close the gap between the 
strength of the teams. In the long run, however, the HKFA should not rely on the 
foreign players. It should train the new young stars. 
To extend the product by coalitions 
The sport product is invariably intangible, inconsistent and unpredictable. People 
o c 
produce sport, and people are inconsistent. A soccer match played today will be 
different from tomorrow's match even if the starting lineups are the same. Thus, the 
sport marketer has little or no control over the composition of the core product (the 
match). “For some consumers, only the quality of the product (the steak) is important, 
yet for others the style and the atmosphere of the presentation (the sizzle) are critical. 
For most consumers, both factors are critical. In sport, because we cannot guarantee 
the quality of the steak, we must sell both, but we emphasize the sizzle, because that is 
35 Bernard Mullin, Stephen Hardy and William Sutton. Sport Marketing. P. 14-15. 
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what the sport marketer can control."^^ 
1/ Coalition with bars 
Sport is associated with many aspects of life. For instance, alcohol 
37 
consumption is often associated with viewing sport. In England, the soccer 
fans drink before and after the match, and there are bars outside or even inside 
the stadium. In Hong Kong, it is common that fans gather in bars and watch 
television soccer matches via satellite in bars on Saturdays and Sundays. 
The HKFA can make coalition with the bars in Mongkok and Causeway 
Bay (near the stadiums). It is beneficial to both parties if the bars can give a 
discount to the spectators who just have watched a soccer match in the stadium 
(with the counterfoil of the ticket). As 63.6% of the present spectators agreed 
that they went to watch a match with their friends, and the match is a place for 
friends gathering, they may be willing to spend another hour chatting with their 
friends in the bar. 
2/ Coalition with sport equipment stores 
As 70.9% of the fans reported that they participated in sports, the HKFA 
can cooperate with the sport equipment stores and offer some benefits to the 
spectators. Similar to the coalition with the bars, the sport equipment stores can 
offer discount to those spectators (with the counterfoil of the ticket) within a 
short period of time (for example, a week). One can hardly guarantee that such 
' ' ibid, P.15-16. 
37ibid, P.17-18. 
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benefits would attract more spectators, but at least, the spectators will feel they 
can get more apart from the match itself. 
3/ Free drink 
When the temperature suddenly drops in the winter, the number of 
spectators drops correspondingly. This is especially true when the match is held 
at the Mongkok Stadium and the playing teams are unattractive. Yet, there are 
still some loyal fans who are enduring the cold wind in the stadium. The HKFA 
should take care of these fans as they are true loyal supporters oflocal soccer. A 
free hot drink (by the food stall inside the stadium) may keep their heart 
"warm". 
The major question is under what circumstances should the HKFA offer 
free hot drink. That depends on the environment. The temperature can be an 
effective indicator. 
Extension of the product: Prized competition 
Four fans in the research claimed that they watched television because they could 
bet on the results. Ten fans reported that betting on the match may give them 
motivation to watch a local match. However, the figures are just a tip of an iceberg. 
Whether legal or illegal, gambling has a strong association with sport. In particular, 
much of the popularity of NFL football in the United States is said to rest on 
Americas' passion for betting on the point spread， 
' ' ibid, P.18. 
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In Hong Kong, betting on soccer match is still illegal. However, it is very 
difficult，if not impossible for the Government to enforce the law. People bet on 
television soccer match results. Ifbetting on local soccer is legalized, soccer can be a 
popular sport as horse racing in Hong Kong. If the fans can bet, they will be more 
involved in the game. Nevertheless, owing to the problems of possible corruption and 
the lack of a well organized infrastructure, the government prohibits the gambling on 
soccer. 
Instead ofbetting on the match, the HKFA can borrow the idea of gambling and 
invite the spectators to guess the match results. For example, a spectator can be given 
3 base points, and he can use these 3 points to bet on the final score or which player 
scores the first goal. Each bet should have a rate. If the spectator wins, he can either 
accumulate the points for further betting (next match on another day), or to redeem 
the prize. 
The HKPA can distribute a competition form when the spectators enter the 
stadium, ask them to fill in all the information and give the form back before the kick-
ofF. To create the atmosphere, the HKFA official can announce the name of the player 
when he scores the first goal through the microphone in the stadium. The prize for the 
competition can be a gift voucher (for example, with the sport equipment stores) or a 
ticket for the next matches etc. 
The competition involves a certain extent of gambling and it is not good for the 
youth. Nevertheless, it may help to get the fans involved. The most important is to 
create an atmosphere of excitement. Ideally, if the problems of corruption and a well 
infrastructure is built, legalization ofbetting on soccer matches is still the best way to 
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involve the fans. However, as it is unlikely that it comes true in the foreseeable future, 
such competition may help. 
Finally, the HKFA should note that such competitions can serve short-term 
purpose only. What the spectators looking for is still a good game. This is revealed 
when the U.S. team Washington Diplomats played against Instant-Dict in Hong Kong: 
even the prizes of an automobile and a gold ball could not attract the spectators. 
Price 
The feasibility of free match 
45.9% of the non-spectators of local soccer declared that the high price of the 
ticket is a reason why they did not watch a match. Yet, still more than a half did not 
think that the tickets are over-priced. Probably the fans thought that it is not worth to 
pay the existing price to watch a such low quality match. 
Will the fans go (more) to the match if it is free of charge? If the HKFA can fmd 
sponsors to pay for all tickets and let the fans to enter the stadium without a single 
dollar, there is a possibility that fans will come more often. The sponsors then can 
advertise their products in a crowded stadium. This can be an option for the HKFA. 
Nevertheless, one ofthe most fundamental consumer perception links price with 
value. To some consumers, a free product may have no value and conversely, a more 
expensive product may have more value.^ ^ The example of the Kansas University 
soccer program can be an illustration: When soccer at KU was a club sport, no 
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admission fee was charged for soccer games and only a handful of people attended. A 
move to the football stadium, accompanied by an advertising campaign stating that 
admission would be free with a coupon, resulted in an audience of almost 500 people. 
The imposition of an admission fee, even though it could be waived for fans with 
coupons, gave the product perceived v a l u e . 
The research also demonstrate similar results. It indicates that only 62.0% of the 
present spectators will go more into the stadium if the matches are free of charge. On 
the other hand, only 56.2% of the non-spectators stated that they will go to watch a 
match if it is free. The percentages are the lowest among the choices. In fact, what the 
fans concerned is the quality, but not the price of the match. Even it is free, the fans 
will not watch a low quality match. 
Moreover, it is also difficult to find a sponsor who is willing to buy all the tickets. 
The tobacco companies in the past, were the major sponsors of the HKFA. Yet, with 
the tightening legislation of the SAR government, it is unlikely that they will further 
sponsor the sport. Though the HKFA can find more than one sponsor, the sponsors 
will share the effects of advertising. 
Price reduction 
Despite the fact that lowering price would cheapen the product's image and only 
less than half of the non-spectators (45.9%) agreed that the current ticket price was 
too high for them to go to the stadium, price reduction, to some extent, would be a 
39 ibid, P.158. 
' ' ib id . P.159. 
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motive for the fans to go (or to go more). In fact, 74.4% of present spectators stated 
that they will watch a match more frequently and 66.4% of the non-spectators said 
that they will go if the price of the ticket is halved. 
The opposition of price reduction claims that the current prices ($60 for the 
Mongkok Stadium matches, and $80 - $150 for the Hong Kong Stadium matches) are 
already low. The price is determined by the consumer index and the prices of the 
competitive entertainment (for example, a ticket for a movie is $55 and $30 on 
Tuesdays). However, the quality of the matches varies. Fans may find that they have 
no reason to spend up to a hundred dollars to watch a low quality game. 
Apart from the ticket prices, fans usually have to pay for a lunch and/or a dinner 
(particularly for those gather with friends), the transportation fee, and the food and 
beverage in the stadium. A normal expense for an individual spectator can be around 
$200 ifhe is to buy a $100 ticket, especially ifhe lives in the New Territories. Thus, 
the HKFA has the reason to lessen the burden ofthe fans ifit is to attract them to the 
matches. 
Discount to the counterfoil of the ticket 
In place of lowering price most sport marketers will use non-price promotion. 
The HKFA can consider giving discount to regular spectators. For instance, a 
counterfoil of the ticket can be used as a money coupon for the next match of the 
playing teams. In this way, the burden of the fans is lowered. On the other hand, it can 
develop a group ofloyal fans who go to the matches on regular basis. 
A possible problem of this idea is that the counterfoils are transferable and we 
V 
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cannot make sure the same spectator come to the next match. Nevertheless, the main 
purpose of the discount is to attract one spectator, no matter he watched the first 
match or not. 
Discount to group-ticket purchasers 
63.6% of the present spectators reported that the stadium was a good place to 
meet friends (for friends gathering). In fact, sport consumers often consider 
themselves experts and they are eager to express their views on the current issues of 
sports (local or international). They can shout and discuss without constraint in the 
stadium (which can be hardly found in other occasions). Thus, the HKFA can 
promote the idea that the spectator stand is an ideal place for social gathering and 
chatting. A possible way is to give discount to the entries of two or more spectators. 
The discount may create some problems. For example, two strangers may treat 
one another as friend and get the discount. Thus, the discount cannot be great and a 
possible way to avoid such cheating is that group-ticket purchasing discount is only 
available by buying in advance. Despite the possible reduction in gate receipts, this 
idea can possibly attract some groups (of friends) who want to meet but cannot find a 
suitable place. 
Season ticket 
The season ticket is designed for the heavy users. With a season ticket, a fan can 
watch all the home league matches (plus some cup matches) ofhis favourite team. He 
also has the priority to book an away match ticket. This is an usual practice in 
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advanced soccer countries such as England and Italy. The rationale is that with the 
season ticket, the fans do not need to line up for the match ticket, especially for those 
classic clashes. In addition, it helps spectators to develop the habit of watching local 
soccer (especially matches ofhis favourite team). 
Spectators in Hong Kong do not have the habit of buying the ticket in advance 
(except some international matches such as the Chinese New Year Tournament). The 
reason is that the stadiums are rarely M\ and the tickets are always available. Yet, as 
there are still many local soccer spectators in Hong Kong, season ticket still has its 
attractiveness if reasonable benefits are provided. In reality, 65.9% of the present 
spectators claimed that supporting their favourite team is a major reason for them to 
watch a match, while 71.3% of them wanted to know the result ofthe game. They are 
ready to support their team. 
Discount is the major benefit. As not all the spectators will go to watch all the 
matches (ofaparticular team) even he holds the season ticket, and the season ticket is 
non-transferable, its price should be kept low. For example, it should be around 60% -
70% of the aggregate matches ticket price and as the season goes by, further 
concessions should be made. Discount can also be in other ways. The HKFA can find 
some other sponsors (such as the sports equipment store) and offer benefits to the 
ticket holders. 
Another possible benefit can be the priority to book tickets when foreign teams 
visit Hong Kong. For example, fans had to line up for a night outside the Hong Kong 
Stadium and the HKFA but many of them still could not obtain a ticket between 
South China and Manchester United. If season ticket holders can have the priority to 
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book the tickets, or they can picture with those international stars (to be arranged by 
the host), it can be very attractive. 
Campaign ticket 
Similar to season ticket, the HKFA can consider the feasibility of a campaign 
ticket scheme. The ticket holder is entitled to watch all the matches of a particular 
campaign, such as the Silver Shield or the Viceroy Cup. The campaign ticket is to be 
sold at a discount price. To assimilate with the ticket, the HKFA should group the 
campaign matches together, that is, to suspend the league during the campaign. 
Double entertainment 
The HKFA should not only retain the practice of “double entertainment", but 
also promote it. To arrange two division one matches on the same day does have its 
attractiveness. For example, a spectator only need to pay $60 for the ticket and he can 
watch two division one matches at the Mongkok Stadium. It is a good way to spend 
his leisure time (for 4 hours). Also, the price is in fact, halved for double 
entertainment. 
Promotion 
The HKFA has limited promotion in local soccer. The research indicates that 
more than half of the non-spectators (54.1%) did not watch the match because 
sometimes they did not know when there was game. They missed it because of 
inadequate promotion. Seven respondents in the research suggested that the HKFA 
should strengthen its promotion. On the other hand, 71.0% of television spectators 
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Stated that the promotion of the television is an incentive for them to watch the match. 
In the current stage, most fans know the game on the newspapers. The HKFA should 
put more efforts in promotion. 
Promotion on the Internet 
Internet marketing is an irresistible trend in today's business. It is a low-cost 
but efficient means to promote a product. The HKFA can consider the use of Internet 
in the following ways: 
1/ Home page ofthe HKFA 
The HKFA should develop its home page. Apart from the fixture list, it 
should include the update information, which may include the league tables (of 3 
divisions), statistics (such as top scorer, fair play table and the draw of various 
campaign), and also news of the Hong Kong national team. In addition, to keep 
the Internet users to visit the site on a regular basis, the home page should 
V 
include an updated version of the summary of teams news. The major purpose 
ofthe home page is to inform the fans that when the nearest match is held. It can 
also collect the information and the opinions of the spectators through voting 
and questionnaires. 
2/ Home page of individual clubs 
Some clubs may already have their own (official) pages, but not all do. The 
HKFA can assist them to create one. The major problem is that the existing 
home pages are not in the updated version. They are created at the beginning of 
the season and some changes have already been made. Thus, the readers may 
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have no interest in reading them. Apart from the detailed information of the 
players (which is lacking in many local home pages), it should include the latest 
news of the club, and more importantly, the date and venue of the next match. It 
can also include the past record and statistics of the team to arouse the interest 
of the fans. 
The home page can also facilitate communication between the club and the 
fans. Through e-mail, the fans can express their views on the clubs (unlike the 
newspaper which is an one-way traffic) and the club can respond. 
3/ Link with Internet service providers (ISP) 
Major Internet service providers provide Internet advertising. Internet 
advertisement has the advantages of low cost, convenient information update 
and a 24-hour and 365-day availability. For example, the Hong Kong Telecom 
IMS has the heaviest trafficked web with over 140,000 visitors per day. Posting 
on an 'entertainment package' only costs the HKFA less than $10,000 a month. 
It can inform the Internet users the current match day and venue. It can also 
invite the users to visit the web site of the HKFA. 
Match programme 
The HKFA should prepare a simple match programme (may be a leaflet) for the 
spectators (free of charge). The programme should include the players' name and 
squad numbers, the names of the referee and the linesmen, the playing records oftwo 
teams (in the current season) and basic team statistics, the situation before the match 
such as the league table, the top scorers and a simple analysis ofthe game, and a short 
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interview with the managers of the two teams etc. The match programme is a 
common practice in Europe (but fans have to buy it). The spectators can have more 
information of the game when they are watching. On the other hand, it can make the 
match more professional. 
Notification of the next matches on the ticket 
The match ticket can be utilized in the notification of the next match. Apart from 
the advertisement of the sponsor, the HKFA can print the information of the coming 
matches of the playing teams. This includes the date, venue, time and the price of the 
matches. If the counterfoil of the ticket can be used as a money voucher for the next 
match (as stated above), the spectators would possibly keep it, and this can serve as 
an useful reminder for them. 
Advertisements in other media 
The HKFA should promote the match through a variety of media. For instance, it 
can promote the match on radio on the match day. Promotion on radio in the 
afternoon is especially necessary for night match days. This is to notify the fans that 
the soccer match is a possible entertainment after their working hours. 
Another possible medium is the electronic billboards in Causeway Bay. While 
Causeway Bay (especially outside Sogo Department Store or the Times Square) is a 
popular place for friends to meet, the HKFA should exploit the time when the 
passers-by are waiting for their friends. It can notify the fans on the billboard that a 
match is playing at the Hong Kong Stadium (with the playing opponents). If the fans 
have not decide what to do after they meet (this can be an usual case), they will 
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probably consider watching a match. 
In addition, the HKFA can promote the match on the major sports magazines. 
For example, it can notify the fans the matches ahead by an advertisement on the 
Champion Sports (which is published bi-weekly). 
Advertisement on television is too expensive and it is not worthwhile for the 
HKFA to post its on television (except the international tournaments). However, the 
HKFA should give necessary assistance to the television station to improve the 
camera tracking. In the research, a respondent complained the poor shot of the 
television which severely affected the image oflocal soccer. Because of the poor shot, 
he had an impression that local matches were played by some child-like players 
(especially those matches at the Mongkok Stadium). Thus, it is important to the 
HKFA to re-establish the profession-look oflocal soccer. 
Awards to the managers and players 
The HKFA should involve the spectators and invite them to vote for the player 
ofthe month and the manager (coach) of the month. In addition, the fans can vote for 
the referee ofthe month. The player and manager awards are not new in Europe and it 
can encourage their excellent performance. The referees, who are always under severe 
criticisms, can also be inspired. The professionals, such as the reporters and the 
coaches and players themselves can also be included to make the results more 
significant. 
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Free tickets for the students and the elderly 
A small proportion of the match tickets (include important matches) can be given 
to secondary schools and elderly centres free of charge. This is to educate the fans to 
watch local soccer. 
Place 
Place refers to the stadiums in soccer marketing. As mentioned above, the HKFA 
does not have its own stadium. Therefore, it faces some difficulties when it is to 
arrange matches. Now, matches are held in the Hong Kong Stadium, Siu Sai Wan 
Stadium, Mongkok Stadium and Shamshuipo Stadium. 
Yet, each stadium has its own problems: the Hong Kong Stadium is notorious 
for its poor ground surface and high rent, though it has a capacity of 40,000. 
Moreover, fans have to walk for 15 minutes from the nearest MTR station to the 
Stadium. Siu Sai Wan has good ground surface, but people have an impression that it 
is too distant. The capacity of Shamshuipo Stadium is only 1,500 and it is not suitable 
for a big match. The Mongkok Stadium is on the average, and it is the most common 
ground for Division match. Yet, the HKFA can consider some remedies for the 
stadiums: 
Coach Service for night matches 
A consumer's first impression of his sport experience and critical to his 
satisfaction and desire to repeat the experience is his journey to and arrival at the 
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facility. Consequently, the facility (stadium) should be easily accessible.^^ Although 
less than half (47.3%) of the respondents declared that the current stadium is 
inconvenient, we cannot ignore this minority. In fact, it is inconvenient for a fan who 
lives and works in the New Territories to watch a match on the Hong Kong Island. 
The HKFA should consider providing coach service for night matches, especially 
for matches at the Hong Kong Stadium and Siu Sai Wan Stadium. The spectators 
usually go to the match after their office hours. They may have dinner first before they 
go to the match. Therefore, it is not necessary to provide coach service for them to go 
to the stadium (except the service from the Chai Wan MTR station to the Siu Sai Wan 
Stadium which the direct transport is inadequate). 
However, many spectators would go strict back home after the match and some 
ofthem may live as far as in Tuen Mun in the New Territories. It would take them a 
long time to go home and it is inconvenient owing to the transport transit. Therefore, 
it would give them additional incentive to watch a night match if the HKFA can 
provide direct coach service from the stadium to major town centres in the New 
Territories such as Shatin, Tuen Mun and Tai Po. If the spectators can just get onto a 
coach after the match and the coach will take them home immediately, it can save 
them a lot of time. This is particular true for the matches at the Hong Kong Stadium 
and Siu Sai Wan (because of the low capacity of the Shamshuipo Stadium, it is too 
costly for the HKPA to provide similar service, and because of the relative good 
transport network of the Mongkok Stadium, it can lose the attractiveness of the 
service). 
41 ibid, P.229. 
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The HKFA can charge a reasonable fee on the service. Because of its 
convenience, many spectators who are living in the New Territories will find it 
attractive. 
To improve the facilities of the existing stadiums 
Nearly a half (48.6%) of non-spectators were dissatisfied with the facilities of the 
existing stadiums. In addition, it does not mean that the present spectators are 
satisfied with them. Eight respondents did suggest that the quality of the stadiums has 
to be raised. 
However, as the stadiums are not owned by the HKFA, what it can do is to 
negotiate with the authorities to carry out the improvements. The improvements 
include: 
1/ The glass surface of the Hong Kong Stadium 
A poor surface seriously affects the mood of the spectators in watching a 
game and actually, lowers the quality of the matches. Some visiting teams 
commented that the Hong Kong Stadium has the best facilities but the poorest 
playing ground surface. Some even commented that the Stadium is suitable for 
beach soccer only. The HKFA should urge the Provisional Urban Council to 
improve the grass surface of the Hong Kong Stadium. 
2/ The stand of the Mongkok Stadium: 
The spectators are paying to watch a match, and they are eligible to watch 
the game comfortably. The minimum requirement is that the stadium should 
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keep them away from direct sunlight and rain. However, all the seats of the 
Mongkok Stadium are bleachers and the spectators have to bear the risk of rain. 
Thus, even true fans would consider to go or not if it is cloudy before the match. 
3/ Parking spaces 
Spaces are valuable in Hong Kong and normally spectators are not able to 
park their cars near (if not at) the stadium. Owing to various constraints, it is not 
possible for the HKFA to arrange parking spaces for the spectators. 
Nevertheless, the HKFA can consider the feasibility of forming coalition with 
the car parks near the stadium and offer discount to the parking fee of the 
spectators. 
The ticket distribution system 
The HKFA should improve its ticket distribution system, especially in big 
matches at the Hong Kong Stadium. The ticket office was too crowded and fans had 
to line up for half an hour to obtain a ticket. The HKFA should consider setting up 
some temporary ticket office outlets in Causeway Bay on great match days. 
Recommendations for the HKFA (Long Term) 
Product 
Improving the quality of the game is the most vital for the rejuvenation of local 
soccer. Yet, importing quality foreign players is not a long term strategy for Hong 
Kong soccer. The importation of foreign players would severely affect the growth of 
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our new generation players. Similarly, benefits to the fans and prized competition are 
not the actual need of the spectators. What the spectators look for is a match of 
reasonable (if not high) quality. Both the HKFA, the individual clubs, the players 
should held the responsibility of raising the standard of the game. To make them 
professional is the first step. 
A professional soccer system 
Although many Division One teams hoist the flag of "professional soccer", 
professionalism is not comprehensive in Hong Kong. A professional soccer system 
should include first, a professional HKFA, a professional infrastructure such as 
management and training, professional managers, coaches, players as well as 
professional referees. 
1/ A professional HKFA 
The organizational structure of the HKFA is complex. The conflicts of 
various parties within the organization is an obstacle to progress. It can hardly 
promote professional soccer if it remains at the amateur stage. Thus, the HKFA 
should re-establish its public image by a re-organization. The power and duties 
ofthe officials should be clearly specified. Rules cannot be easily violated. Only 
with a well organized structure the HKFA can carry out long term strategic 
planning and lead the rejuvenation of local soccer. (As the re-organization 
involves a lot of technical problems, it is not the objective of this project to 
discuss the actual plan here). 
A re-organized HKFA should be more professional and serious in it 
managerial decision making and strategy formulation. For example, in 1983 
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when South China was relegated, the HKFA invited the team to stay in Division 
One because of the gate receipts consideration. Such act set a very bad example 
and teams in the following seasons were not serious in their relegation fight: 
even if they finished the bottom, they still have the opportunity to stay. Thus, the 
public lost confidence in the promotion and relegation rule of the HKFA. A 
professional organization should avoid such passionate acts and be more serious 
in its established system. 
Only a professional HKPA can give confidence to the public, in particular, 
the investors in soccer. Only with such a HKFA the investors have the incentive 
to formulate long term strategies in organizing a team. This can reduce the 
withdrawal of the teams and would be beneficial to the long term development 
oflocal soccer. 
2/ Professional soccer management 
Apart from its own re-organization, the HKFA should assist the teams to 
establish a professional image. This should start with the management levels. 
The HKFA should raise the status of the managers and especially, the coaches 
by organizing more professional courses for them. Only by raising their 
professional knowledge and status can they combat the boss in the decision 
making of a game (on the line-up, formation and tactics etc). The interference of 
the boss (who knows little about soccer) is a very unhealthy phenomenon in 
Hong Kong, and the HKFA should do something to get rid ofit. 
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3/ Professional training 
With professional coaches, the HKFA should assist the team to obtain more 
time for training. The HKFA should further negotiate with the Provisional 
Urban Council and Regional Urban Council to extend the one and a half hours 
session in training. On the other hand, the HKFA should assign a particular 
training ground for a team. 
4/ The attitude of the players 
Changing the attitude of the players is not an easy task. It should start from 
the very beginning. It is said that some young players were very hard working 
and they had no discipline problem when they were training with the Hong Kong 
Sports Institute (HKSI). Yet, their attitude changed when they play for the 
Division One team. The lack of tight supervision is a major reason. They lack 
the sense of self-discipline. 
On the other hand, it is very difficult to impose the nationalistic feeling onto 
the players. The HKFA, and more accurately, the society should teach the 
players about this concept from the grass-root level. It is not the problem ofthe 
players, but the problem of the whole system. It is hoped that the nationalistic 
feelings will grow with the end of the colonial rule and the inclusion of Civic 
Education in the school syllabus. 
What the HKFA should do is to help to raise the status ofthe players. The 
HKFA should help the players to be proud of themselves as soccer players. If 
the players treat themselves as professionals, their attitude would definitely be 
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improved. 
5/ The improvement of the refereeing 
The referees in Hong Kong is notorious for its poor refereeing. Some fans 
claimed that shouting and blaming the referee is the best way to exude their 
emotion in the stadium. The poor refereeing is a popular excuse for teams to 
withdraw from the league. As a result, if the HKFA wants to give confidence to 
the soccer investors, improving the quality of the referees is a must. Apart from 
the local training courses, referee classes and seminars, the HKFA should 
sponsor referees with good potential to study abroad, especially in those 
advanced soccer countries. 
A long term solution to solve the problem of poor refereeing is to turn the 
referees into professionals. Refereeing should be treated as a profession instead 
of an interest. 
Youth training 
Soccer stars is very important in a soccer game. While 74.0% of the non-
spectators did not go to watch a local match because of the lack oflocal stars, 85.1% 
of the television spectators were supporting their favourite stars on television. In 
reality, more than 90% of the respondents in the research revealed that they would 
watch more local soccer matches ifHong Kong has more local soccer stars. 
In the past decades, the HKSI was the cradle oflocal soccer stars. It has supplied 
many young players, through the development programme between the HKSI and the 
HKFA, to the clubs. Yet, the HKFA was criticized that it has not done enough to 
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develop young players and has not produced good results.^^ Starting from April, 1998, 
the HKSI would cease to exist as an organization.^^ Thus, the HKFA would bear the 
sole responsibility to develop the young players. 
Though without the assistance from the HKSI, the HKFA should not solely rely 
on the Division One clubs to develop the young players. As many Division One Clubs 
are dominated by big bosses, and they care results rather than the development of 
local soccer, they would pay more attention on foreign players than on youth training. 
Moreover, some team bosses are short-sighted. Many of them even do not know 
whether they will stay in the League in the next season. Therefore, it is understandable 
that they will not put in resources in youth training. Consequently, the HKFA cannot 
just depends on those few remaining Division One clubs to carry on the youth 
training. 
The HKFA should carry out long term strategic plan in youth training. It can 
share the experience of the J. League, that is, a Division One club should not only 
possess a reserve team, but also a youth team (under 18), a junior youth team (under 
15) etc. The HKFA can assist the clubs to send some talented young players to the 
mainland and train them with the local teams periodically. The hard training can be 
beneficial to the young players, both in physical strength and attitude. 
Moreover, though it is quite impossible to send our new generation abroad for 
long term training, the HKFA should arrange more international matches for the Hong 
Kong National Youth Teams. For example, it can arrange a match between the Hong 
42 Jessie Hui, "Ma rips HKFA over ‘elite, denial" in South China Moming Post. 20/3/1998. 
43 The HKSI would become a facility known as the "Sports Institute" where the SDB is the 
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Kong Youth National Team and the Guangdong Youth Team before the annual Hong 
Kong - Guangdong Cup. Such experience (especially in front of the crowds) can be 
vital to the growth of the young players. 
Finally, because of lack of funds, the HKFA should continue seeking sponsors 
from the commercial field. The young players are the fiiture of local soccer, and the 
HKFA should not be mean in investing in the youth training program, instead of 
cutting the budget on youth training. 
Price 
The price of local soccer match remains stable in the past few years. Yet, the 
price of a match at the Mongkok Stadium tripled (from $20 to $60) when the Hong 
Kong Stadium was under re-construction in the early 1990s. Then it did not come 
down even after the re-opening of the Hong Kong Stadium. On the other hand, the 
prices of a match at the Hong Kong Stadiumjust before the re-construction was $20 
to $40. After the re-construction, the prices rose from $80 to $150 for a local match, 
mainly owing to the increase in rent. Such fluctuations were unhealthy, though it was 
unusual. 
In the long term, the HKFA should maintain a stable pricing strategy. It should 
not suddenly raise the price of a match. For instance, a spectator complained that the 
HKFA suddenly raised the price of a big match at the Mongkok Stadium from $60 to 
$80 with the aim to increase gate receipts. It is unfair to the spectators who just went 
to the stadium and noticed the price increase. Such increase would definitely 
headquarter. 
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antagonize some price sensitive spectators and left an unfavourable image of the 
HKFA. 
Promotion 
The HKFA should notice the importance of promotion and have long term 
strategic promotion programme in local soccer. 
More games for the Hong Kong National Team 
The success of the National Team is vital for the attendance of local matches. 
For example, when Japan obtained the entry ticket of the FIFA World Cup Finals in 
France, the Japanese resume their interests in soccer and re-enter the stadium. A 
problem ofHong Kong is that the Hong Kong National Team could not obtain good 
results. People are still in the dream of the past: the success of the team in the World 
Cup Qualifying matches in Singapore and Beijing. Yet, these matches were in 1977 
and 1985 respectively. 
Apart from the poor results, the main problem is the Hong Kong National Team 
did not have much chance to play Grade A matches, which FIFA relies in the ranking. 
Apart from the FIFA World Cup and the Asian Cup Qualifying Matches, the National 
Teams seldom played against other national teams. For example, the Chinese New 
Year Tournaments were played by the Hong Kong League XI, which were formed by 
many foreign players. As the Hong Kong National Team did not play and could not 
obtain results, her FEFA ranking dropped. The drop did in fact hurt the pride of the 
loyal fans, and they become pessimistic towards local soccer. 
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The HKFA should be far-sighted. The National Team can hardly get results 
within a night. It has to go through a series of failure and trial. Apart from those 
annual friendly matches with Guangdong, Shanghai and Macau, the HKFA should 
organize more international (friendly) matches for our National Teams (as well as the 
youth National Teams). Instead of the weaker teams such as Macau, Philippine and 
Brunei, the HKFA should arrange matches with teams of similar (higher) standards. 
Such friendly matches may not be beneficial to the gate receipts, the HKFA should 
consider its long term significance. 
The Hong Kong National Team is the future of local soccer. It is the best 
promotion tool of the HKFA. It is in the best interest of the HKFA to try its best in 
assisting the coach, Sebastiao Araujo in the training of the National Teams. 
A Distinct Characteristic for Each Team 
In Europe, the derby matches between teams of the same city are most exciting. 
The derby matches such as AC Milan vs Inter Milan in Milan, Everton vs Liverpool in 
Liverpool, and Arsenal vs Tottenham in London filled every seat in the stadium. In 
fact, each team has its distinct characteristics. In London for example, Tottenham 
Hotspur is famous for its stylish and attacking football, while its chief rival Arsenal 
plays defensive and practical football. West Ham (nicknamed the Hammers) is 
supported by the blue collars because of its origin. Fans are loyal to the club and they 
choose to support one of the clubs according to their characteristics. 
Because of the distinct features of its 'soccer circle，，it is not easy for Hong 
Kong teams to copy such 'rivalries'. Nevertheless, the HKPA in the long term 
strategy, should consider giving a 'specific position' to a particular team. If the fan 
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agrees the characteristics of that team, he can be more loyal to the team and watches 
its matches more often. 
Fixed match days 
The HKFA, as its European counterparts, should fix the match days in a week. In 
fixing the match days, the HKFA should consider the competitors. For example, as 
69.8% of the respondents reported that watching a movie is one of their interests, and 
on Tuesdays, threatre ticket price is halved, the HKFA should consider the possible 
competition from the movie. On the other hand, only 18.5% of the respondents 
claimed that they loved horse racing. The HKFA can re-consider the actual effect of 
arranging matches on horse racing days.^ ^ 
Fixed match days can educate the spectators. They can form a habit of watching 
soccer match on particular days and it is desirable for the HKPA to try. 
New sponsors 
As cigarette companies start to stub out their multi-million dollar backing of 
major sporting events in retaliation to the Government's tobacco advertising ban, the 
HKFA should find the substitutes as soon as possible. The HKFA can lobby against 
the decision ofthe Hong Kong Government. However, this is not a long term strategy. 
The tobacco ban is an irreversible trend that either the Hong Kong Government or the 
HKFA can resist. 
44 It is, however, desirable for the HKFA to do further research to reveal the effect ofarranging soccer 
match on horse racing days. 
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In the long run, the HKFA should seek for sponsors from other sources. In 
reality, apart from the tobacco firms, other firms are also willing to give sponsorship. 
For instance, Carlsberg Brewery Ltd. have been sponsored the Chinese New Year 
Tournament for the past few seasons. The San Miguel Brewery did sponsor the F.A. 
Cup. The Swire of"Coca Cola" Ltd. sponsored the youth training. The HKFA should 
first, conduct a larger scale of survey on the spectator profile, and then seek for 
substitute sponsors with the assistance of those statistics. 
Place 
What the HKFA can hardly control in the long run is the stadium. The lack of a 
self-owned stadium poses difficulties on the HKFA in arranging soccer matches. As 
mentioned before, each existing stadium has its own weaknesses. In the research, 
82.2% ofthe respondents reported that they may watch more soccer matches if there 
is a new and more convenient stadium. The present spectators ranked a new stadium 
their second favourite in the recommendation (higher than importation of quality 
players). Thus, it is desirable for the HKPA to fight for a new stadium. 
As the hope of building a new stadium at Homantin is fading, the HKFA should 
continue lobbying for a new stadium in Kowloon. As mentioned before, the new 
stadium should be readily accessible from mass transit. A possible site is the 




Soccer remains the most popular spectator sport in Hong Kong. Nevertheless, 
the trend is that spectators choose to watch free television soccer instead of local 
soccer in the stadium. Compared with local soccer matches, their foreign counterparts 
are more attractive and the quality is much higher. Together with the competition 
from the all directions, the number oflocal soccer spectators dropped tremendously in 
recent years. 
The immanent problems of the ‘soccer circle’ and the HKFA made it difficult to 
promote local soccer. A major strength for the HKFA is that Hong Kong people have 
a slightly favourable attitude towards sports, and soccer is always ranked the first. As 
the market is there, what the HKFA has to do is to utilize its resources to attract them 
to buy. With these in mind, the present research project was designed to find out some 
ways to improve the current poor attendance oflocal soccer matches. 
The product, according to the results of the research, is still the most important 
in the marketing mix. In other words, if the HKFA cannot raise the standard oflocal 
matches, it can hardly attract the spectators back to the stadium. In the short run, the 
importation of quality foreign players should raise the quality of the games. Yet, it 
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does not mean that money guarantees success. Successfully management of a soccer 
club requires professional knowledge, care and involvement and this is what most club 
bosses lacked in Hong Kong. 
The promotion of product extensions may help, but in the short run only. The 
long term product strategy would be in the development of a new generation soccer 
stars. Whether there is still hope or not in the long term development of local soccer 
depends on whether the HKFA can have far-sighted strategic vision. This, in turn, 
requires a professional HKFA. With a professional HKFA, there should be a 
professional infrastructure: professional soccer management of individual club, 
professional training and professional players. 
In the short run, a reduction in price may help to attract spectators. Other pricing 
strategies such as double entertainment, the use of the counterfoils and group tickets 
can replace price reduction. On the whole, nevertheless, the HKFA should maintain a 
relatively stable ticket price. It should not raise the price suddenly in some big local 
matches only with the objective to raise gate receipts. 
The existing promotion means oflocal soccer is still inadequate. It is too passive 
because it relies on the newspapers to report the local matches. If the editors find it 
unattractive, the news of local soccer will diminish. As some fans complained that in 
many occasions they did not know when there was a game, the HKFA should adopt a 
more pro-active means in match promotion. 
Moreover, the Hong Kong National Team still catches the attention ofmany fans. 
As a result, the HKFA should strengthen the Team and arrange more friendly matches 
for it. The HKPA should be more patient. A competent coach is only one ofthe steps 
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which can lead to the success of the team. Other factors also contribute. The HKFA, 
thus, should invest on the Hong Kong National Team as it is a good promotion tools 
for local soccer. 
Owing to the inadequacies of the existing stadium, the HKFA should continue 
lobbying a new stadium in Kowloon. It should be easy to reach. In the short run, the 
HKFA can conduct a further research on the existing spectators. Questions such as 
"what do you do and where do you go after the match" and "where do you reside" 
should be asked as part of the comprehensive marketing information system. Instead 
of depending on the current transportation system, the HKFA can play a more pro-
active role in providing coach service for the spectators. 
In sum, the HKFA should be more pro-active in promoting local soccer. 
Personal malice and conflict should be put aside. The HKFA should not give itself 
excuses such as great competition etc. If we have good quality professional soccer 
matches, spectators would definitely come back as many of the respondents reported 
that they were enthusiastic towards soccer. 
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APPENDIX 1 
TABLE 1: ATTENDANCE OF LOCAL MATCHES (1981 - 97) 
Season No. of Matches Total Attendance Average Attendance 
81/82 140 876,982 一 6,264 
82/83 132 706,855 — 5,376 — 
83/84 98 467,085 4，766 一 
84/85 97 379,743 — 3,915 一 
85/86 “ 128 490,191 一 3,830 — 
86/87 82 146,305 — 1,784 — 
87/88 132 350,467 — 2,655 一 
88/89 162 286,654 — 1,769 — 
89/90 105 158,338 — 1,508 — 
90/91 116 246,577 — 1,990 一 
91/92 “ 118 357,880 2,920 — 
92/93 117 283,703 — 2,425 — 
93/94 117 285,118 — 2,352 
94/95 118 327,519 — 2,776 一 
95/96 118 463,755 — 3,662 — 
96/97 112 254,682 2,862 
TABLE 2: ATTENDANCE OF LOCAL MATCHES 
(LEAGUE MATCHES ONLY, 1991-98) 
Season No. of Matches Total Attendance Average Attendance 
91/92 90 226,627 — 2,518 一 
92/93 - 90 一 148,643 1,651 “ 
93/94 90 166,683 — 1,852 一 
94/95 - 90 211,379 2,349 
95/96 91 270,417 — 2,972 一 
96/97 85 154,693 — 1,820 — 
97/98 80 128,728 1,609 
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QUESTIONNAIRE ( m ENGLISH) 
I am a student ofthe Chinese University ofHong Kong. I am now conducting a research on local soccer, 
and I hope that you can spend 5 minutes to complete this questionnaire. To express my gratitude, a match ticket 
(sponsored by the Hong Kong Football Association) will be given to you after the completion. Your information 




1. Have you watched any types ofthe following soccer matches this season (from September, 1997)? 
• Local Division One match 
• Free local match (such as Division Two or Three, the reserve teams or district match) 
• Television soccer on TV (such as the English Premier League or the Italian Serie A etc) 
o Ifyou have watched any of them, please go to part II. Otherwise, please go to Question 2. 
2. You have not watched any soccer match this season because 
• you are not interested in soccer match (end of the questionnaire, thank you!) 
• other reasons (please go to Part II) 
Part II 
3 Have you watched any local Division One soccer match in the stadium this season (from September, 97)? 
• Yes (please go to Question 4) 
• No (please go to Question 5) 
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Please select the most appropriate answers in the followmg questions. 
4. The reasons why you entered the stadium and watched a soccer match are: 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agrec 
a/ The match is entertaining. | 1 1 丨 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agree 
b/ You care the results of the game. | 1 1 1 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agree 
c/ You support one (or both) of the teams. | 1 1 1 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agree 
d/ You support one (or more) football star(s). | 1 1 丨 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agree 
e/ You want to spend your leisure time. | 1 - - | 1 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agree 
f/ You want to exude your emotion. | | 1 丨 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agree , 
g/ You do not have other interests / entertainment. | 1-- | 1 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agree 
li/ You go with friends/friends gathering. | 1 1 1 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agree 
i/ You are enthusiastic towards soccer. | | -| - —丨 
j/ Other reasons 
< Please go to Question 6 after you have finished this question. 
5. The reasons why you did not enter the stadium and watch a soccer match are: 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agree 
a/ The quality of the match is low & it is not | 1 1 1 
worth it to pay and watch. 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strong]y agrec 
b/ Yoii are not interested in local soccer, and | 1 1 | 
you do not care the match result. 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agrec 
c/ You do not have a favourite local team. | 1 1 ! 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agree 
d/ The teams do not have a star that you appreciate. | 1 1 | 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agrcc 
e/ The ticket price is too high. | 1 1 !— 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Slronglv agrce 
f/ The commodities, such as food & drinks in | 1 1 .^  ‘ 
llie sladiiim are too expensive. 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongh. agrec 
g/ The facilities of the stadium are poor. | 1 | .^  ‘ 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongh. agrec 
h/ The stadium is too for away, and it is | 1 | ! � 
iiicoiiveiiience to get there. 
sr, 
strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agrcc 
i/ The promotion is inadequate and you don't |-- | - -| | 
knovv when there is a game. 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agree 
j/ Other entertainment is more attractive. 卜 1 1 | 
k/ Other reasons 
(^ ). Have you watched any foreign soccer match on the television this season (from September, 1997)? 
• Yes (please go to Question 7) 
• No (please go to Part III) 
7. The reasons why you watched foreign soccer match on the television are: 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agree 
a/ The match is entertaining. | 1 | 1 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agree 
b/ You care the match results. | | - _| | 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agree 
c/ You support one (or both) of the teams. 丨 1 - | 丨 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agree 
d/ You support one (or more) football star(s). | — |……- | 1 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agree 
e/ It is free / Non-refundable monthly fee paid. | 1 1 | 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agree 
f/ No need to go out, and thus, save money. | 1 1 丨 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agree 
g/ Promotion of the mass media, which increase |--……- - | 1 丨 
the desire to watch. 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agrec 
h/ You watch with friends / friends gathering | 1 丨 ! 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agree 
i/ All yoiir friends watch the match, if you don't, | | 1 | 
yoii will lose a common chatting topic. 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agree 
j/ Yoii want to spend your leisure time. | 1 丨 丨‘ 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agrcc 
k/ Yoii want to exude your emotion. | 1 丨 !“ 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Stronglv agree 
1/ Yoii do not have other interests / entertainment. | 1 1 | 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agrec 
m/ Yoii are enthusiastic towards soccer. | 1 | | “ 
iV Other reasons 
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Part III 
8. Ifthe following improvements in local soccer are made, will you go to / go more often to the stadium'.^ 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agree 
a/ To introduce top quality foreign players so as | —| | 1 
lo increase the quality of the matches. 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agrcc 
b/ To develop our new generation players and | 1 1 1 
inlroduce new stars. 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agrcc 
c/ To reduce lhe ticket price (such as buy one and | 卜 1 1 
takc one free). 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agrec Stroiiglv agrcc 
d/ Totally frec match for the spectators. | | 1 1 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agrcc 
c/ To inlroduce some lucky draw (such as lo 丨 1 1 1 
gucss the match result or which player scores). 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agrcc 
r/ To liavc a i icw or inorc convenicn( sladium. | 1 1 1 
g/ OtIicr reasons 
F^art IV 
i , Pcrsoii;il i i i forinnl ion: 
a/ Scx: Malc Fcinalc 
b/ Agc: Bclow 20 —, 20 - 29 u 30 - 39 
40 - 49 「] 50 - 59 [: 60 or abo\ c 
c/ Cnrccr St;iliis Studcnl 」 O n job Rctircd 
Others 
d/ Moi i tm.vl i iconic BcIow $5.0()0 $5.()()卜15.()()() 
$15.()01 - .S25.()0() $25.(){)1 or ;ibo\ c 
c/ (^lhcr iiitcrcsls (you c;in clioosc for inorc lh;in onc option) 
W;i lching lc lcMsioi i W:uchmg nioMC (including VCD) 
K;iniokc Vidco yaiiics 
Coinpulcr (c.g. lnlcrncl) M;i l i jong 
Horsc racing Going lo b;ir 
Slioppinu Sports ganics (c.u. ball ganics) 
-End ofquestionnaire, Thank vou for your co-operation'-
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The match ticket will be mailed to you directly by the Hong Kong Football Association, please leave your 
name and address. 
Name: (Yoii can leave yoiir surname only, e.g. Miss Chan. Mr Lee etc.) 
Address: 
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A P P E N D I X 3 
























非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 
a/ 球賽娛樂性豐富 I --| 1 1 
非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 
b/ 關心比賽結果 I 1 I - - | 
非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 
c/ 擁護球隊 I I 1 1 
非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 
d/ 擁戴球星 I 1 1 1 
非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 
e/ 打發時間 I I 1 1 
非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 
f / 發拽情緒 I - - - - + - - I 1 
非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 
g/ 沒有其他嗜好 I- —I 1 1 
非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 
^ 當作朋友聚會 I 1 1 1 
非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 




非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 
a/ 球賽水平不滿意， I 1 1 1 
不値得觀看 
非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 
b/ 對本地足球比賽不感興 I 1- 1 1 
趣，賽果與我無關 
非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 
c/ 沒有我擁護的球隊 I 1 1 1 
非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 
d/ 沒有我擁戴的球星 I 1 1 1 
非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 
e/ 球票價錢太高 I 1 1 1 
非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 
f/ 球場裏消費太高(例如 I 1 1 1 
食物、飲品） 
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非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 
g/ 球場設施不佳 I I 1 1 
非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 
h / 球場太遠，交通不便 I - … - 1 - - - - - - 1 1 
非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 
i/ 宣傳不足，不知何時有 I 1 1 1 
足球比賽 
非常不同意不同意 同意 非常同意 







非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 
a/ 球賽娛樂性豐富 I I 1 1 
非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 
b/ 關心比賽結果 I 1 1 1 
非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 
c/ 擁護球隊 I 1 1 1 
非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 
d/ 擁戴球星 I 1 1 1 
非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 
e/ 免費/已繳費，不觀看 I 1 1 1 
亦不能退回款項 
非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 
f/ 不用外出，可節省支出 I 1 1 1 
非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 
g/ 電視台大力催谷，加強 I 1 1 1 
觀看慾望 
非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 
h/ 當作朋友聚會 I 1 1 1 
非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 
i/ 朋友個個也看，不看沒 I 1 1 1 
有話題 
非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 
j/ 打發時間 I 1 1 - I 
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非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 
k/ m m m I 1 1 1 
非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 
1/ 沒有其他嗜好 I 1 1 1 
非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 




非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 
a/ 引入有質素外援，全面 I 1 1 1 
提高比賽質素 
非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 
b/ 培育新秀，製造本地球 I 1 1 1 
星 
非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 
c/ 全面減價（例如買一送 I 1 1 1 
一 ） 
非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 
d/ 免費入場觀看比賽 I 1 1 1 
非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 
e/ 增加有獎競猜遊戲（例如 I 1 1 1 
比賽結果、入球球員等） 
非常不同意 不同意 同意 非常同意 




a / 性 別： • 男 • 女 
b/ 年 齢： • 20歲以下 • 2 0 至 2 9 歲 • 3 0至3 9歲 
a 4 0至 4 9歲 • 5 0至 5 9歲 • 60歲以上 
c/ 職 業： • 在學 • 在職 • 退休 
• 其他 
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d/ 每月收入： •少於$ 5 , ( ) ( ) ( ) • S5,001 至$15,000 
• $15,0()丨至$25.()()() • $25.()()丨以上 
c/ 觀^球芬外的其他興趣：（可選擇多項） 
• 巧屯視 • #范影(包括影碟> 
• u m ^ i O . K . • V U B S ^ ^ 
• 范腦(例如丨11�^1叫 • 掩麻將 
3 贤炼 • hmm 
• 逛街關物 o 丨出则(例如球朗、丨丨丨徑〉?:> 
• i m 
-問卷,调作:/6成，謝謝你的资丨'[時丨丨丨1和耐件-
, M i v t ' \ \?ymm： •球$將於（m ) M i ) i ! i ^ f ^ ^ f W i : ^ ' ^ i-. 




RESPONSES OF THE FANS m PERCENTAGE 
Q 4. You watch a local soccer match because: 
Q 4a. The xmch h en_ iMt jg , 
4.7% i m r；^^ ^^ ^^ ^； 
^^-""^v:.[l^lllgl^ i ^ Strortgiy Dissgree ； 
L ^ ^ 2 m | | | | j | , D i s a g r e e 
: 4 2 6 % ^ ^ ^ m ^ P 4 遍 p i S ^ 
iCiStrocifer Agr^e 
Q # . You care the fes^lt& of 彻 game. 
i a 9 % 3.1% r z 
^^^^^^^ ;^:;;;;;^ ^>>>>^^^g^25i>% - S t a ^ g b Drngrm; 
C ^ ^ " * " ^ * * 5 | _Dfeagre0 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | n A g i ^ 
60.5% i QSgx^igly Agi^ 
Q 4c. You sttjpjport cme of mms (or kth). 
209% 4 J % r z j 
; ^ rrTiMi ^ , ^ * S t o f t g l y D i s a ^ ：: 
^ ^ ^ ^ f c 2 9 . 5 % ! _ • 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ y OAgree 
4 5 掷 |OStrot^g:yAgree ： 
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Q 44 You suppot om (or more) f o o M pkyea-(s) / 
|___________圓 
iL6% 83% f i ； ~ r ™ 
^ ^ j ^ ; ; ; ; ^ ^ ^ j ^ ^ ^ l ^ ^ . Strofidy Disa^ee ： 
^^^^^^^"^""^UJUl _Wsagr^e 
4 a 3 ^ ^ ^ j B ^ 娜 • 細 德 
E3$to^gl3^Agree 
Q 4e, You wmi to ^md[ yom leisare time. 
147¾ 6.2% r — ™ — ~ ^ 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^™^^^^ i_Stxo^lyDfeagree 
j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . : l ( | J J J | ;SjDisape^ 
^ ^ ^ r i H P 4L9% ;OAgi^e 
3 m _ S t a ^ ^ r A g i ^ 
Q 4f> Yo^ WMt 10 e _ fom emotioB., 
8.S% 171% |翻 — 
m 2 r - - - ^ l ^ ^ ^ : S t o g l y B i s a g r ^ 丨 
j j j j j j H | U J | | | "Disggree 
^ V m | P | H P ^ DAgfse 
543% p S i r o g | y A g r ^ I 
Q 4g. Yott do not have other in tes t s / 
f5oterlalnment 
93% 機 240¾ r ^ 7 ~ 7 ~ ™ ~ 
^ i 5 ^ ^ : ， * _ ； 
J J J | J J J | | ：圔^！組脾 
^ m m P I P :^Agree 
馳 ％ pStroftgIyAtree ； 
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Q 4k You go with frfends t ffiends gathermf. 
8.5% 7.s% n ^ ~ " ~ r ; 3 
^>^._| ",M^aa-^>^ 國 S t r m * Disa^ee i 
^ n Z 2 l ^ ， 
" ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ U Agr^ 
510% E3 S t o _ y Agree 
Q 5. You do not watch a local soccer match because: 
Q 5a. Ti^ qmMy of the match m km, and it is mt 
worth It to pay md watdb a ma^L 
瞧 腦 lm<,^ 1 TV 
_ ^ — ： • 5tronglj Dmgr©^ 
^ ' C 2 ^ _ 零 
^ 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ;QAgree 
>: .••• :^wOB Q w ^^^^^¾^^¾¾¾¾¾¾¾^¾ BASSSS Oo 9fiSH w^7r .•.• .•.• .•-•.•.•.• .•.* .•.•.•.-.• .•.• •»:• •:•:•:•:• > > ：年:.^Ji|A'>^^r.-.-. -.-•-•-•-• -• -•-. •,•.•••••••• ••’• •. ••’•• ••••••, 
Li_nfinWiMC^pwp"w^  w 
47<3^ ^PS^rm^Am& 
Q 5b, Ym are not mtested in loc^ sxcer^ and you db 
mt cam tbe match msdi 
l4A% • • rr~™™™™n 
^ ^ ^ ^ 誦丨__ \ mStxm^yJ>m^t^ i 
^ ^ ^ i J ^ k • ： 隱 0 1 — 
' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M ^ ^ i DAgree 
425% ; t 3 ^ o i ^ A g r ^ 丨 
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Q 5c> Ym do m k v e a favomte locd t e m 
13J% ..._...i£2i|||||||||| WStroaMyBmEr^ 丨 
| ^ ^ ^ f c | 3 4 2 % • — 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J P • _ 
493% • Strongly Agree 
Q 5d. The team$ do mt i m t t siar that j0n 
app:eiate. 
J ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ < ^ ^ j ^ ^ ' 7 % _ S ^ _ D i - e e | 
^^^^^^^""^^**"""""^^^^¾ 画 Disagt^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ P ^ ^ 口 A f r ^ 
SS 獨 .口 Stfoa_gl! Agm 
Q 5e+ Ttetfcfcetpice k tooWgk 
i3.0% 2A% r ^ ~ — 
^^^^j;^^^^^^^^^""l^lj^ . S t r o ^ 3 D i s ^ e a ； 
c^""*"^jjiiiimi. 鐵]0^^_ 
3 2 9 % l ^ ^ m | j P | P 521% ^ A g r m 
:OstroagIyA|fee 
Q 51 The commodities, sodi as food m i dnrks m 
tlie stadiam, are too expensim 
t l 7 % ‘ 1 % 1 ^ ~ ~ — 丨 
^ ~ l ^ l ^ l ^ l i ^ " i I ^ StroBgiy Disagree : 
^^^ j^^ ^^^^^"^""jjm I 圔 胸 _ 
3 6 3 ^ ^ M l P P 觀 I • • _ 
i Q S t m f t ^ y A ^ 
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Q 5g. Tte facilities of &e stadkm k poot 
i i ' ^ ^ i ! ^ | _ 伯 讀 | : 
/ ^ ^ * " " ^ ^ ^ H B f c f t f c m 
L ^ ^ ^ m m m ； _Olsap^e 
3 7 i o J ^ ^ m i l P 493% \ ^ A m ^ 
|国§加呢1岁八§1憩 
Q 5fcu Tte ^u<Mm k too far way, m<i it is 
i m o m m m i to get tbere< 
i ^ ^ ^ 卜 一 | 
C ^ H m j | | , P i s a M e e 39LO%^^BMillillP SOJ% |QApee 
::::::::::::::.:::::.:::::•:•:.:•:':.:•:•:.:.:《^  1；'^；-''>>1->>>>：%!^->>>>>>>> 
M$u<mljAmm 
Q 5i. Tbe promotion k imdeqsate and you do not 
know wben tfeere is a game. 
圖 _ _ ^ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ | ^ ^ ^ | 1 ^ ^ 丨 
_^^,^ -^>"^ i^__！丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨 *StoaglyDi$i^ee 
jj^^^^^^"^^^"^"""mU|| 43J% _ D i — ^ 
^ ^ m ^ l H V ^ ; O A p e e 
札 》 | O s t a 3 g i ^ A ^ 
Q 5i O t o ent^tairsmit is more atMiv^s, 
2 總 i^iiMi_ 忍‘掷 N s t o g i y B i s a ^ e e | 丨 
y*ff"*^ ' . “‘ ^¾¾¾¾!¾¾!^^^^ ： ^ 
^ ^ - ^ ^ 3 3 丨 _ I ! H s ^ _ 
" ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I [ A g r ^ 
5 幡 iDS t roc^y t eee 
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Q 7. You watch a television soccer match because: 
Q 7a. The m a t t is entertaMng. 
0<4% iA% r -
3 6 6 ^ ^ " " W ^ ^ i _ S ^ _ D i s _ 
^ ^ ^ ^ > ^ ; ; ; ; ^ � ;*Disagree 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ y 丨口入脾 
59.5% iOStoaglyAgree 
Q 7 k You CMS^  fte tesalts of fc mafeA. 
26J% 纖 1 遍 |®StondyDkagr€e!； 
.^ •*•*•“^  JJMMMuuu—^  
; ^ : : * ^ ^ [ ： _ » a g J ^ 
^ ^ ^ i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ； DAgree 
549% BStongIyAgr^e 
Q h You sippod： <sffis of t l^ tesi (or botb). 
32.1% . _ ^ l 15-3银 卜 — 麟 | 
^^^^|g>^|^^^^"^^^2^ _Disagree 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ P | O A g ^ 
5 3膽 [ Q s t r o n g b A g ^ 
Q 7d. Yofl sappcrt OBe (or mo^e) football playef(s) / 
i i i i i i i i l l l l l i B ^ 
313% _ 】棚 IrnSmnglyDm^m^l 
^g^*^ yjBjSB^n>^^^^ 
¢ ^ — ^ ^ ^ ^ 翻1>1^容|^$ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 0 i D A g i ^ 
53.g% | a S t e g I y A g r e e 
1 0 0 
Q 7e. Ji is &ee / noMeifeima&b moalMy fee paidL 
腳 纏 | _ 3 _ _ 零 | 
:.:•:•:•:.:.:.:...:.:.-.•.•.•.•.•*•....,.....'.v...v".v.*.*...........:^ iiK»»WW^ *?7???®8B8BMJfciftiiiiy.w .%^%%%^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^¾^^%f^^^^%^^^^^•.^•.>•J^>：.>>：.>：.>：•; 
^j«n~~"* ‘ ‘ I iTtfy)f)fflfflf^nBflQppQjm^^ • ；• :^^ ^^^ ^^^ .^>:*>>>>i>>>:*>>:v3n 
� ^ " " " " " " " " = ^ H i m i a *Disagree^ 
^ ^ m J H P 39.7% DAgree 
39J% |oSaroaiglyAgr^ ； 
Q 71 No aeed t> gD out, atid tos，sayc money. 
1 ^ 7 ¾ 2,3% 
队 ™ 2^m _StronglyDisagi^e: 
^f0^*、“、？.. "•>： j^pjmnijg[|j|^  
^^^^^^=•^^^•^^^^IMHIIll 睡 0 1 絲 綱 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ DAgree 
弥 德 N s m g l y A g r e e 
Q 7g, Ptx>motion cf fe mass media, wMcfa lncfeases 
the toke to watck 
l ! f 2 c r ^ ^ ^ ^ _ * S t o _ D i s _ I 
!^^^^^^^"•^^•^.•Miiiiilll^ BjDisagree 
•.•.•••••••. B88S3S8S8888^BBBBS^BBBpBwwwwfBBTHf8BS888tBiB8 S S*. *. •- *- f***i'-*-
••.•.•..••.••-•.••.•.•••...•.•...•.••..•.•.•.•••.•.••BSSSSJBS2SJSSBBBSB2Sfi5SBQB2SSSSSSSSSJB2SSSSQSSSBSSfiOSSSSS$ o ipi-.•. • •..•• |'.'.'^'.•.•.•. 
^ ^ m f j ^ m j i F 丨口森脚 
5 4 2 % | O S t e a g I y A g r ^ . . . 
Q 7b. Yo^ 双縱]^  with Mmd$ / Mm<k ga&eriag. 
^ f ^ _ ^ ^ |^StroBgfe0feagrae| 
^^-"""^^ ^ m m ^ 丨 f ^ ^ j ^ m m m i ^Oisagree 
-^ . J^  i S^ r^aS8SS888S^^^^^^^ H^^^^^^^^H ： 4"***1 • 
; V A % ^ ^ m B B P ^ ^ ' ^ ^ i O A ^ 
jOStroaglyAgree ： 
1 0 1 
Q 7 i M<jf yoar ftfemfe ratdi the mat t^ if yom do 
t i o t ,卿 wifl l<5se a mmmon crhat6ig fx>pic. 
>;-;*;->v'>>>>;.v'^  
5,0% 12.2¾ ~ ] 
^ _ _ ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ i l S t o ^ ^ F D k a p e e 
I • ^ g g g g i i ^ ^ f c K > i s a p ^ 
^ j H J J J P | | P • Agmt 
SOA% |il$troBg{yAgjree 
Q 7j. You m m to speM yom h m m t i m e . . 
10% 8.4% j : ' e , 汉 ji 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ n w i _ ; S S t e g I y ^ S 2 p ^ e M 
'-->"->'>^i^^ ^^%*.-.'.'MHH t^ tt^ 9^^ flWMOB—i>_t_.-、”-、.-”-”-v . . . . • .-.-.-. •-. .-,-.• .•.•••.*.•.• .• .•.•-• .•.•.• .•.•.• . 
• :• :•:• j ^ ^ ^ ^t*'v'fiB8 S S f f l M B W f l H H H M B ^ B h ^ :• .-•-,-.- • 
C ^ i l i i H | | t | 丨 ^Dkagme 
丨—SrtHF ioA^  
|oStfoagfeiterea 
Q 7k. YoK wmi to csxade yoar emotim 
_ ^ ^ ^ ^ * ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I f f % — t o _ B i s a g H 丨 
y^r^ X':i^ ^^^^^SSte^  
i f m r m , - . \AssSwsSSSSaSSBSBI^B^^ WS^t^ + 
u u n j i n j m 鼸 0 職 !掷 
^ m m H H I P P P P DAgree 
細 ％ | 鄭 咖 海 雄 0 |丨 
Q 71 Yoo do not baye other inlexests. f m t e ^ k m e a t 
65% lS% 》巧塔 ； 
i i f l f f i i i r ^ m n r i 瞧 卿 雅 琴 ： ； 
g H H ^ i u ^ 瞧 _ 
^ m m m m p D A g ^ 
m3% _ S _ g l y Agr^ ； 
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Q lwu You aiti eRfbusiastic towards soccer. 
S.4% 7S% 
3 5 . 5 % ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p i - ^ : ， l y 胸 麟 
L _ ^ - - * - ^ � : 雄 & 雜 脚 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g ^ ^ y DAgree 
56S% [aStrongljAgree 
Q 8. If the following improvements in local soccer are made, will 
you go to / go more often to the stadium? 
Q 8a. l o tood^c^ top qxmB^ teiin players so as 
to mi%^ tfee qm%fy of fce mtch. 
^A 掷 i-5% 105% 
Z -——MEBipii 國5^昭^?£)运这§£6€ 
^ ^ . .. i P ^ — � i •0 i sag : r^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 0 P A g ^ e 
g l9% jaStroi^glyAgree 
Q Bb. To develop oar ncw gen^mtk)ft pkyers m d 
ktodttCfi new stars. 
竹辦 QA% %J% r ~ 1: 
" ’ • K M p u i � BSironily I>isagree i i 
^ I T " ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^Disagre^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j y OAgr&e 
63.3% |oStroaglyAtt-ee | 
1 0 3 
Q 8c. To redflcs lhe price (sach 腿 feuy one aad gei 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ • 
2.5% i 
295% " " T 双3% I _ StJ^gfer 0isagi^e 
^ ^ _ - ^ i = ; | | j j | | | j j | | i HESs3gme 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j y I DAg^ee 
407¾ |QStrongiyAgree 
Q M. TotaHj &ee inateh for tibe spe^ctators. 
4.0% 
:^ ^^ •^^ •*-"""^ """1—iiii • 容 的 偷 版 宮 斷 
1 ^ ^ ‘ ' : ^ m | | | 37J% *Dkagree 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J P i P DAgre^ 
32 m OStrongly Agree ； 
Q Se, To iatfoducc some kcky dmws (sach as to 
娜绍 tte mmb rmfe or whkh phy^ ^ om$). 
l S m 3.3% ：SStoig^? Disapee 
^ ^ ^ | _ 丨 _ _ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p P i n A p ^ e 
50.2% | a S _ g l y _ ^ i 
Q SL To hm^ & »ew and m>m cosfcistet s^dium, 
^ ^ m 0-7% 171% 
‘ i M Sto3g^? Disapee i 
^ ^ : ^ ^ ^ ^ J _ g r e e 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ y i DAg^ie 
550¾ | aS t eg IyAgree 
1 0 4 
APPENDIX 5 
ESQ3EPENDENT PROFELES OF PRESENT LOCAL SOCCER 
SPECTATORS AND NON-SPECTATORS' ATTITUDES 
TOWARDS TELEVISION SOCCER & IMPROVEMENTS 
ON LOCAL SOCCER MATCHES 
Attitudes ofLocal Soccer Spectators Towards 
Television Soccer Matches 
The number oflocal soccer spectators who watched television soccer is 121. 
a/ The match is entertaining. Strongly disagree: 1 (0.8%) 
Disagree: 7 (5.8%) 
Agree: 61 (50.4%) 
Strongly agree: 52 (43.0%) 
Weighted mean: 3.3 6 
b/ You care the results of the matches. Strongly disagree: 2 (1.7%) 
Disagree: 17 (14.0%) 
Agree: 66 (54.5%) 
Strongly agree: 36 (29.8%) 
Weighted mean: 3 • 12 
c/ You support one of the team (or both). Strongly disagree: 0 (0.0%) 
Disagree: 16 (13.2%) 
Agree: 63 (52.1%) 
Strongly agree: 42 (34.7%) 
Weighted mean: 3.21 
1 0 5 
d/ You support one (or more) football Strongly disagree: 1 (0.8%) 
star(s). Disagree: 16 (13.2%) 
Agree: 67 (55.4%) 
Strongly agree: 37 (30.6%) 
Weighted mean: 3.16 
e/ It is free / non-returnable monthly Strongly disagree: 9 (7.4%) 
fee paid. Disagree: 54 (44.6%) 
Agree: 46 (38.0%) 
Strongly agree: 12 (9.9%) 
Weighted mean: 2.50 
f/ No need to go out, and thus, save Strongly disagree: 4 (3.3%) 
money. Disagree: 39 (32.2%) 
Agree: 65 (53.7%) 
Strongly agree: 13 (10.7%) 
Weighted mean: 2.72 
g/ Promotion of the mass media, Strongly disagree: 6 (5.0%) 
which increases the desire to Disagree: 42 (34.7%) 
watch. Agree: 52 (43.0%) 
Strongly agree: 21 (17.4%) 
Weighted mean: 2.73 
f 
h/ You watch with friends / friends Strongly disagree: 13 (10.7%) 
gathering. Disagree: 51 (42.1%) 
Agree: 45 (37.2%) 
Strongly agree: 12 (9.9%) 
Weighted mean: 2.46 
i/ All of your friends watch the match, Strongly disagree: 19 (15.7%) 
if you do not, you will lose a Disagree: 61 (50.4%) 
common chatting topic. Agree: 33 (27.3%) 
1 0 6 
Strongly agree: 8 (6.6%) 
Weighted mean: 2.25 
j/ You want to spend your leisure time. Strongly disagree: 15 (12.4%) 
Disagree: 46 (38.0%) 
Agree: 53 (43.8%) 
Strongly agree: 7 (5.8%) 
Weighted mean: 2.43 
k/ You want to exude your emotion. Strongly disagree: 27 (22.3%) 
Disagree: 64 (52.9%) 
Agree: 21 (17.4%) 
Strongly agree: 9 (7.4%) 
Weighted mean: 2.10 
1/ You do not have other interests / Strongly disagree: 33 (27.3%) 
entertainment. Disagree: 71 (58.7%) 
Agree: 12 (9.9%) 
Strongly agree: 5 (4.1%) 
Weighted mean: 1.91 
m/You are enthusiastic towards soccer. Strongly disagree: 1 (0.8%) 
Disagree: 6 (5.0%) 
Agree: 61 (50.4%) 
Strongly agree: 53 (43.8%) 
Weighted mean: 3.3 7 
Attitudes ofLocal Non-spectators Towards 
Television Soccer Matches 
The number oflocal non-spectators who watched television soccer is 141. 
a/ The match is entertaining. Strongly disagree: 0 (0.0%) 
Disagree: 2 (1.4%) 
1 0 7 
Agree: 95 (67.4%) 
Strongly agree: 44 (31.2%) 
Weighted mean: 3.3 0 
b/ You care the results of the matches. Strongly disagree: 0 (0.0%) 
Disagree: 24 (17.0%) 
Agree: 83 (58.9%) 
Strongly agree: 34 (24.1%) 
Weighted mean: 3.07 
c/ You support one of the team (or both). Strongly disagree: 0 (0.0%) 
Disagree: 24 (17.0%) 
Agree: 75 (53.2%) 
Strongly agree: 42 (29.8%) 
Weighted mean: 3.13 
d/ You support one (or more) football Strongly disagree: 0 (0.0%) 
star(s). Disagree: 22 (15.6%) 
Agree: 74 (52.5%) 
Strongly agree; 45 (31.9%) 
Weighted mean: 3.16 
e/ It is free / non-returnable monthly Strongly disagree: 7 (5.0%) 
fee paid. Disagree: 50 (35.5%) 
Agree: 58 (41.1%) 
Strongly agree: 26 (18.4%) 
Weighted mean: 2.73 
f/ No need to go out, and thus, save Strongly disagree: 2 (1.4%) 
money. Disagree: 36 (25.5%) 
Agree: 67 (47.5%) 
Strongly agree: 36 (25.5%) 
Weighted mean: 2.97 
1 0 8 
g/ Promotion of the mass media, Strongly disagree: 2 (1.4%) 
which increases the desire to Disagree: 26 (18.4%) 
watch. Agree: 90 (63.8%) 
Strongly agree: 23 (16.3%) 
Weighted mean: 2.95 
h/ You watch with friends / friends Strongly disagree: 7 (5.0%) 
gathering. Disagree: 70 (49.6%) 
Agree: 53 (37.6%) 
Strongly agree: 11 (7.8%) 
Weighted mean: 2.48 
i/ All of your friends watch the match, Strongly disagree: 13 (9.2%) 
if you do not, you will lose a Disagree: 71 (50.4%) 
common chatting topic. Agree: 52 (36.9%) 
Strongly agree: 5 (3.5%) 
Weighted mean: 2 • 3 5 
j/ You want to spend your leisure time. Strongly disagree: 7 (5.0%) 
Disagree: 75 (53.2%) 
Agree: 53 (37.6%) 
Strongly agree: 6 (4.3%) 
Weighted mean: 2.48 
k/ You want to exude your emotion. Strongly disagree: 17 (12.1%) 
Disagree: 100 (70.9%) 
Agree: 23 (16.3%) 
Strongly agree: 1 (0.7%) 
Weighted mean: 2.06 
1/ You do not have other interests / Strongly disagree: 29 (20.6%) 
entertainment. Disagree: 107 (75.9%) 
Agree: 5 (3.5%) 
Strongly agree: 0 (0.0%) 
1 0 9 
Weighted mean: 1.8 3 
mJ You are enthusiastic towards soccer. Strongly disagree: 0 (0.0%) 
Disagree: 14 (9.9%) 
Agree: 87 (61.7%) 
Strongly agree: 40 (28.4%) 
Weighted mean: 3.18 
Attitudes ofLocal Soccer Spectators Towards 
Improvements on Local Soccer 
a/ To introduce top quality foreign Strongly disagree: 2 (1.6%) 
players so as to raise the quality Disagree: 15 (11.6%) 
ofthe match. Agree: 68 (52.7%) 
Strongly agree: 44 (34.1%) 
Weighted mean: 3.19 
b/ To develop our new generation Strongly disagree: 0 (0.0%) 
players and introduce new stars. Disagree: 11 (8.5%) 
Agree: 64 (49.6%) 
Strongly agree: 54 (41 • 9%) 
Weighted mean: 3.3 3 
c/ To reduce the price (such as buy Strongly disagree: 4 (3.1%) 
one and get one free). Disagree: 29 (22.5%) 
Agree: 51 (39.5%) 
Strongly agree: 45 (34.9%) 
Weighted mean: 3.06 
d/ Totally free match for the spectators. Strongly disagree: 7 (5.4%) 
Disagree: 42 (32.6%) 
Agree: 43 (33.3%) 
Strongly agree: 37 (28.7%) 
110 
Weighted mean: 1.8 3 
e/ To introduce some lucky draw (such Strongly disagree: 4 (3.1%) 
as to guess the match results or Disagree: 37 (28.7%) 
which player scores). Agree: 62 (48.1%) 
Strongly agree: 26 (20.2%) 
Weighted mean: 2.85 
f/ To have a new and more convenient Strongly disagree: 1 (0.8%) 
stadium. Disagree: 15 (11.6%) 
Agree: 68 (52.7%) 
Strongly agree: 45 (34.9%) 
Weighted mean: 3.22 
Attitudes ofLocal Non-spectators Towards 
Improvements on Local Soccer 
a/ To introduce top quality foreign Strongly disagree: 2 (1.4%) 
players so as to raise the quality Disagree: 15 (10.3%) 
ofthe match. Agree: 105 (71.9%) 
Strongly agree: 24 (16.4%) 
Weighted mean: 3.03 
b/ To develop our new generation Strongly disagree: 1 (0.7%) 
players and introduce new stars. Disagree: 13 (8.9%) 
Agree: 110 (75.3%) 
Strongly agree: 22 (15.1 %) 
Weighted mean: 3.05 
c/ To reduce the price (such as buy Strongly disagree: 3 (2.1%) 
one and get one free). Disagree: 46 (31.5%) 
Agree: 61 (41.8%) 
Strongly agree: 36 (24.7%) 
111 
Weighted mean: 1.8 3 
d/ Totally free match for the spectators. Strongly disagree: 4 (2.7%) 
Disagree: 60 (41.1%) 
Agree: 47 (32.2%) 
Strongly agree: 35 (24.0%) 
Weighted mean: 2.77 
e/ To introduce some lucky draw (such Strongly disagree: 5 (3.4%) 
as to guess the match results or Disagree: 48 (32.9%) 
which player scores). Agree: 76 (52.1%) 
Strongly agree: 17 (11.6%) 
Weighted mean: 2.72 
f/ To have a new and more convenient Strongly disagree: 1 (0.7%) 
stadium. Disagree: 32 (21.9%) 
Agree: 86 (58.9%) 
Strongly agree: 27 (18.5%) 
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